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Abstract 

The thcsb comrn(,Jlc('s by tracinq th~ underlying research work that 

established the feasibility and technlcally justified the curr~nt programwes 

for the dev('}opment of thE" implanta.blc artificial heart, more particularly 

those program..":1es based upon the use of a heat engine as the power unit of 

the artificial heart. 

The provision of a heat source for the heat engine, whether it be a 

continuously generating source, such as a mass of a suitable radioisotope, 

br a thel-mally rechdrgeable material, adds to the burden of weight and 

bulk that the user must carry. This inconvenience could be reduced if 

the thermal efficiency of the engine can be increased. Thus, in the light 

of a heavy and probably an uncndin9 and continuously increasing demand for 

a practicable artificial heart the author considers that further work is 

justified if the engine efficiency can be raised, albeit by enly a small 

amount. 

The author's main endeavour is to identify an ideal engine cycle 

that appears to promise the most likelihood of high efficiency. It seems 

remarkable that there is little record of similar investigations readily 

available in the literature, and therefore, the present author has ta~en 

the approach to develop and evaluate parameters for a number of ideal 

cycles: Camot, Stirling, Ericsson and the regenerative Otto cycle. The 

parameters for these cycles are COM?areC, together with the published 

result for the Therrnocompressoy~ the ~midt isothermal and the Schmidt 

the Schmidt 

tion of the 

mass distribution between the hot and cold spaces of 

rmal engine is investigated, revealing the low utiliza
.. , \ 
workin~:~ dead volumes occur in the engine. 
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The hot volume versus cold volume relationships of the Schmidt and rhombic 

drive engines are analyzed and compared with the relationship for the true 

Stirling cycle. 

Illustrations of the arrangement principles of historical and cur-

rent "Stirling" engines, as well as the constructions of contemporary ar-

tificial heart engines are presented to indicate how problems of arrange-

ment have been answered. 

The main findings are: 

(a) Of the isothermal cycles considered, i,.e. cycles of potential Camot 

efficiency, the true Stirling cycle is significantly the best and 

better than the adiabatic cycles. 

(b) The ideal adiabatic cycles achieve efficiencies tending to the Camot 

level as the compression ratio tends to unity. Working fluid utiliza-

tion is least when the ideal efficiency is maximum, that is at unity 

compression ratio. Inevitable losses in the practical engine indicate 

that the maximum efficiency will be attained at a compression ratio 

significantly greater than unity. 
, 

r 
(c) The effect of regenerator inefficiency in the Stirling engine can be 

partly compensated by increasing the compression ratio. 

, 

I 
~i 

(d) The hot space-cold space relationships of the Schmidt and rhombic 

drive engines deviate significantly from those of the ideal ~tirling 

cycle. 

It is concluded that an engine built to run as closely as ~ssible 

to the true Stir~ing cycle is the most promising route to the best attain-
j, 

able efficiencYI also that in practice the compression ratio is likely to 

strongly influence the achievable efficiency. 

The author recommends building an initial research engine with its 
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hot-cold spatial relationships cam controlled to the requirements of the 

true Stirling cycle, also to be adjustable for compression ratio. The 

major purpose of this initial engine would be to prove the veracity or 

otherwise of the cycle selection and to determine how the efficiency varies 

in practice with compression ratio. For comparison, cams would also be 

made to simulate other cycles, e.g. the Schmidt cycle. Suggestions are 

given for features that would facilitate the operation and performance 

measurement of the engine. 

In presenting this work the author also considers that he has com-

piled a useful bibliography which contains the more pertinent references 

in the field. 

i 
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NOTATION 

A area 

specific heat, constant pressure 

speci.fic heat, constant volume 

linkage dimension 

J mechanical equivalent of heat 

k piston area correction factor for rod 

1 linkage dimension 

P pressure 

Q heat quantity 

r compression ratio, V IV, 
max tnl.n 

r linkage dimension 

T temperatbre, absolute 

V volwre 

w fluid mass 

w total mass of working fluid 

W power 

MEP mean effective pressure 

a phase angle 

B angle defining linkage geometry 

y ratio of specific heats Cp/Cv 
n efficiency 

e shaft rotation 

T teroperature ratio Tc!TH 

.. 
Subscripts: 

C cold side 

H hot side 

max maximum 

min minimum 

0 original 

f final 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

It may have been ,the dramatized publicity of heart transplant opera-

t~ons from humans to humans that caused the National Heart Institute of 

the Un~ted States ~n 1966 to adopt a systems approach to direct and eoor-

d~nate the Artificial Heart Program, which had its inception in 1965. 

A major objective of the progrom is the development of an artificial 

h~rt (l) that can completely or partially (when it is known as an "assist" 

heart) replace the natural heart, being implanted in the thoracic cavity 

-
of the body itself. This could give new hope to about one third of the 

s~x hundred thousand people, in the United States alone, who now die each 

year of heart attacks. It has been estimated that one in three of these 

people could have the~r l~ves usefully extended if artificial hearts were 

available. 

In recent historical times there were total replacement attempts in 

I 
RUSS1a in 1937 and 1958 by Pemikhov[2}. There seems to be current interest 

1n the artificial heart concept in many countries, yet it appears that the 

maJor portion of published work stems from the efforts of a few American 

teams holding contracts with the United StateS government through the 
• 

Natlonal Heart and Lung Institute (NHLI). The vario~ teams dOing this 

work are mainly comprised of medical, mechanical engineering.and bioengin-

eering personnel. There are many problems in many related fields to be 

solved and the end of the road is not yet in sight. However, although 

there are as yet no humans equipped with artificial hearts and leading 
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active lives, much progress has been made with animals. 

Contemporary artifical heart builds are comprised of four major 

parts: a source of energy and an engine to convert; the energy to a fluidic 

or mechanical form, a suitable transforming device for applying that energy 

to a blood pump, the blood pump and a control system for regulating the 

operation of the heart in accordance with the needs of the body. 

To narrow the field let us consider the engine itself. Several types 

of engines received early investigation, including electrical, compressed 

air and thermodynamic devices. Of these the thertrlOdynamic machines have 

been found to be the most promising with electric motors obta~n1ng power 

by transcutaneous transformation, a rather distant second choice. Conse-

quently most of the devel9pment effort today is in the thermodyna~c dlrec-

tion. 

It mlght be noted that thr) prOVlslQn of power from natural body func-

tions by fuel cells has been studied but found impracticable for the heart 

application, which requires one h\.D'ldred times the power of a pacemaker. 
\I 

1here is potentially sufficient power for a pacemaker, but not enough for 

a heart. 

The thermodYnamic devices have come out ahead of electric motors on 

the grounds of portability: a charge of heat at hiqh temperature may be 

stored within the body. The electric motor on the other hand needs percu-

taneous leads and a power source external to the body. Batteries are not 

yet good enough for implanting in the body. 

Thermodynamic devices considered, built and tested both in vitro and 

in vivo, include Rankine and compression-expansion regene~ative type en-

gines. 'It}e latter have generally been "termed, rather loosely, "Stirling" 

engines, "~~dified Stirling" engines, etc. 

is essential that a certain minimum thermal efficiency be achieved 
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by any heat engine in an implanted artifical heart, for reasons that will 

become clear in the text. 

This report records a review of Stirling type engines in the Artifi-

~ 

cial Heart Program. In the course of this review a doubt has developed in 
~ 

my mind as to whether current developmental heart engines are proceeding 

along the opt~mum lines, pr at least as to whether another var~ant of the 

'Stirling eng~ne should not be tr~ed. 

The question arose because of the paramount need for thermal eff~-

ciency ~n a heart engine and it has not quite been dissolved ~n spLte of 

the most recent publications describing the excellent engineering and per-

formance of contemporary developmental engines. A~ttedly the implied 

criticism in not supported by practical experience of these, or sim~lar, 

engines. It arises rather from the facts of basic thermodyna~cs which I 
. 

have developed to show why engine development should be attempted w~th con-

trol of the working fluid flow different from that of any known contempor-

ary engines. 

Stirling engines have been receiving attention for ~y years. It 
~ 

is unlikely that a single development of detail yill give earth-shak~ng 

efficiency improvements, but rather that the frontier will be advanced by 

minor gains at various points along the line. With this outlook this 

thesis concludes with a proposal that outlines some features that are 

recommended for use in a research engine to be used for developing a heart 

engine. Some of these features are also applicable to very much larger 

engines, covering power ranges where effi~ency Improvements are becoming 

necessary because of the rising cost of fuel. These proposed features are 

also applicable to the reversed Stirling eng1oe$., ranging from the very 

low powered devices used to establish low reference temperatures for lab-

oratory instrumentation to the larger machines suitable for gas liquefac-
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tion plant. 

Stirling engines as a class have had an interrupted career. Inven-

ted and built and developed by the Scottish Rev. Stirling and his brother, 

and by the SWede Ericsson early in the nineteenth century, they were popu-

lar for a time because they were far more efficient than the steam engine, 

the only other heat eng1ne of industr1al note. However, the steam eng1ne 

efficiency improved wh11e Stirling engine progress was 1mpeded by, essen-

t1ally, heat transfer problems. Consequently Stirling engines lost ground 

and although some small ones were still made, for example fract10nal horse-

power ceiling fan units,-laboratory demonstration units and toys, the Stir-

ling idea slept for a hundred years until the Dutch N.V. Philips organiza
~ 

~ 

tion devoted a great deal of effort in exploring the practical possibili-

ties of the engine. By this time the sciences of thermodynamics and metal-

lurgy had developed. Thus in a very short time the power output of the en-

gine on a cylinder volume basis had risen a hundredfold and the Stirling· 

engine was on its way and in some important aspects it now compares favour-

ably with other contemporary engines. The Philips organization of 

Eindhoven, Holland, has made great contributions to the pract1cal develop-

ment of Stirling engines. Other large organizations have more recently 

become involved, including General Motors and Ford of the U.S.X., M.A.N. 

of Germany and United Stirling in SWeden. Nevertheless, in spite of the 

great efforts of these people, to my knowledge there is not yet a commer-

cially successful Stirling engine on the market, although Philips have 

sold a number of reversed Stirling engines for gas liquefaction duties. 

The significant advantages of Stirling engines are: smoothness, quietness, 
~ 

low chemical pollution, high thermal efficiency and the ability to be de-

signed for almost any source of thermal energy. Increasing demands by 

society that powered equipment shall possess all of these q~lities, to-
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gether w~th ~nev~table improvements of manufacturing technologies are ex

pected sooner or later to make the St~rl~ng engine economically acceptable. 

In the meantime Stirling engines have received much attention for boat, bus 

and sh~p propulsion, as power units for the military (suitable for dropping 

from the air), for submarines and torpedoes, for small reliable electric 

power units in inaccessible or remote locations, for solar/electric conver

ters ~n space. For most of these examples hardware is known to have been 

made. 

I also feel that the Stirling engine is uniquely suitable for the fol

lowing applications: 

(a) As part of an energy converter using burnable garbage and/or the purer 

petroleum fuel for use in heat pumps at the institutional, commercial 

and perhaps household sizes. 

(b) Tb replace some of the steam and diesel power equipment in industries 

where large amounts of mechanical power are required and relatively in

expensive burnable organic material is available, for example in forest 

products. 

(c) For small and medium sized power units in developing countries and in 

countries without natural petroleum or uranium sources. Solar energy 

and, especially, energy from burning vegetable ma~erial are envisaged 

here. Application of a wood-burning Stirling engine to railroad loco

motives is an intriguing possibility: an engine of much better effi

c~ency than the old steam locomotive, but without the disadvantages 

of the diesel electric locomotive should be possible. 

These applications are expected to become feasible, if not already 

so, before general acceptance of the Stirling engine to replace conven

tional engines in North America. 

In these applications the engine powers involved vary widely from a 
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small fraction of a horsepower to many thousands. Energy sources may be 

... 
light or heavy petroleum, reacting chemicals, the sun or burning garbage, 

but in all instances it will be found that many of the design and develop-

ment problems originate in heat transfer requirements. Evidence of this 

is given in the figures below which indicate,typically,' the number of units 

of heat per unit of work output that must be transferred between the work-

ing fluid and some (solid) interface in tYPlcal power plants: 

Diesel, gasoline engines, l~quid cooled 1 

Gas turb~ne, simple o 

Gas turbine, regenerative 2 

Modern steam plant 4 

"Stl.rling" type engines 20 

The relative difficulties of effecting heat transference l.n the "Stirl,ing" 

engines are even greater than are probably suggested by these figures: l.n 

the other power plants heat transfer is either incurred in preventlng the 

overheating of engine components (diesel ~d gasoline) or is achl.eved (re-
.... -

generative gas turbine and steam plant) using whatever volurnetrl.c space is 

necessary to provide for mechanically convenient heat transfer surfaces. 

In "Stirling" engines heat transfer occurs throughout a cycle in which the 

working fluid pressure is continuously changing. Due to varying pressures, 

if too much otherwise useless or "dead" volume accrues in providing heat 

transfer surfaces the engine performance is compromised. This is the ori-

gin of a major optimizing problem in Stirling type engines. 

Before commencing with engine cycle studies related to the implant-

able artificial heart we should consider the implications in engineering 

terms of some of the operational requirements and conditions of the heart. 

These will be reviewed in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER :2 

CONTEXT OF THE ENGINE PROBLEM 

Introductl.on 

In develop1ng an implantable art1f1c1al heart one of' the ear11er 

problems to be solved must be to arrl.ve at a des1gn specificat10n. If the 

fl.nal Ob)ect1ve is to make an artificial heart equal to the natural heart 

in all its relationships to the body we might well tremble to approach 

this problem. The poetic words from the Bible n ••• for behold I am fear-

fully and wonderfully made .•• " may bespeak even more extensive fields of 

knowledge of ourselves than those already discovered. We may wonder 1f 

it is ever possible to develop the design specification. 

To be practical the development of a heart substitute that provides 

the main haemodynamic functions of the natural heart, without too much for-

seeable danger to the body and is reasonably tolerable to the user can be 

the only realistic approach to the heart and, in particular, to its power 

plant component. It is on this baS1S that the current artific1al heart 

programs are proceeding. This chapter reviews the main recognized parame-

ters and the underlying preparatory work that has lead to the present pro-

mising achievements of artificial hearts. 

Physical Requirements Influencing En2ine Design 

The theoretical considerations for an implantable power source in-

elude: 

(a) Cardiac Pumpin9 power. 

(b) Additional endogenous heat loads and mechanisms of dissipation. 

7 
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(c) Energy storage requirements. 

(d) Configurat~onal limitations. 

(e) Poss~ble shielding requirements. 

These influences on engine design are considered. 

Cardiac Pump~ng Power 

The power actually delivered to the blood t haemodynam~c power, In 

~ healthy person depends upon some basal value and on the degree of body 

actIVIty. The basal value ~s a functIon of body surface area, tIme of 

day, tIme dur~ng the cardIac cycle and age. Analysis during an average 

day shows peak cardiac power levels two to f~ve times the basal level 

whIle during an Ind~vidual cycle the peak instantaneous power is approxi-

mately f~ve tImes the average power through the cycle. Some extreme f1g-

ures are given for ~ree different ages, from reference [3]: 

Age,. Years 

20 

50 

80 

MinImum BIologIcal 
Cardiac Power, Watts 

.. 

1.11 

1.03 

0.75 

Maximum Biolog1cal 
Cardiac Power, Watts 

6.53 

6.48 

4.22 

These studies suggest that a range of 1.5 W to 4 W should be adequate for 

a sedentary man. More recent German studies by G. Frank et al [61] gIve 

~verage values and a 24-hour demand profile for people in the age group 20 

and 50 years of age that tend to support these figures. EVIdently no 51n-

gle maximum/minImum power level WIll perfectly SUIt all ages and degrees of 
_.-/ 

activ~ty. HOW~~S IS not yet a pressing problem as the artIfIcial 

~ 
hearts 9~rently under development are still In the stage of anImal ~n vivo 

testing. Furthermore the design and construction of the components of the 

heart appear to be amenable to scaling up or down slightly. Thus the main 

concerns in proliferating a range of cardIac powers would be those of pro-

duction. 
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,The haemodyna~c output powers of all the art~f1cial hearts now under 

development are about 5 W maximum and they all use the ~CO (Thermo Electron 

Corporat1on) blood pump. To achieve the required cardiac output the englne 

must have a somewhat higher power to allow for transmission and convers~on 

losses between the eng~ne and blood pump. 

From cons1derations of e1ther the total volume of the systems, or 

from the need to min1m1ze heat losses, l.e. to keep the englne dlmenslons 

compact, the peak pressure of the englne must be very much h1gher than the 

/' 

" 

peak sYStol1C pressure of the normal c~rculatory system. Therefore a pres-

~ure-volume transformation must be used between the engine and the blood 

'pump. A study of the bas1c relationships of thi~ 1S g~ven by Frank et al 

(61), who have analyzed transmission trend effic1encies and show 1n effect 

that low pressure llquld transmissions have large losses due to frlction 

and therefore have low efficlencles. Hlgher pressures are better because 

of the smaller flow volumes. Except for the Philips-Westinghouse eng1ne 

which has a mechan1cal dr~ve, the current developmental engines use hlgh 

pressure hydraulic systems (these englnes are described in Chapter 5). The 

earlier models had overall transmission efficiencies of the order of 65%, 

but today~s engines are considerably better. For example, McDonnell Douglas 

Astronautlcs Co. claim 89\ efficiency for their pending System 6 lmplant-

able engine. It should be noted that hydraullc power transmisslons are 

very conven~ent for transporting waste heat from the engine to the heat ex-

changer WhlCh is lntegral with one wall of the blood pump . 

. 
"Synchronous" engines, operating at the blood pump frequency, have 

been built. One might expect these engines to have a simpler and more 

efficient power transmission system with advantage to the overall efficiency. 

But the engines were evidently very massive and with one exception all cur-

rent development is with high frequency en~ines. The exception is a new 
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patented synchronous design termed a "tidal regenerator engine" [22,23) 

and this engine is under develoRment. Its operation is described in 

Chapter 5. Medical studies show the desirability of reproducing the nat-

ural card~ac output pulse shape, th~s characteristic accounting for the 

hlgh ratio of peak power to average power. The hydraul~c transm~sS10ns 

of the hlgh frequency englnes are able to provlde for energy storage so 

that englne des~gn and performance are not comprom~sed 1n des~gnlng and 

controlllng the blood pump and its actuator to provlde thlS deslrable pulse 

character~st~c. Whether, or how, this pulse characterlstic is actually 

achieved ~s not evident 1n the literature. However, this is not of too 

much concern to the engine developer because of the energy stor~ge feature. 

The significant effect on the englne is that of the energy converslon eff~-

clency of the actuator and blood pump. 

Dls~rs~on of Waste Heat 

An artificial heart using a heat engine as its energy converter has 

the problem of d~ssipatlng the port~on of the engine supply heat that is 

not converted lnto mechanlcal work. ThlS waste heat lS large, of the order 

of six or elght tlmes the mechanical output of the englne. For the heat 

source temperatures proposed and used in cur~ent development programmes 
~'" 

the waste heat ~s several times that necessitated by a carnot efflCl~CY 

eng1ne. Thus in spite of the great practical efforts of the engine devel-

opers there ~s room for improvement of engine efflclency and therefore for 

the reductlon of waste heat. The waste heat problem was forseen from the 

beglnnlng of the artific~al heart program and various methods considered 

for dlsposal of the waste heat. Of these the only practicable sink for 

heat rejectlon is the blood stream itself and all current developments use 

engine waste heat exchangers integral with one wall of the elastomeric 

blood pump. Hydraulic fluid carries waste heat from the engine working 
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fluld, 15 cooled in passing through the blood pump heat exchanger and re

turns to the eng1ne. Compared with the more direct discharge of waste 

heat from the cold side of the engine working fluid to the blood stream 

the indirect hydraulic fluid method has the great advantages of non-inter

ference with the blood flow and it obviates difficulties arising from hot 

spots due to flow stagnat10n. Investigations [3,4,5) show that the amount 

of heat that can be d1SS1pated by the body on a long term baS1S 15 not 

known wlth certalnty. Assuming an overall efficiency of 15~, falrly repre

sentative of today's engines, the imposed thermal load on the blood w111 be 

20 W to 30 W, corresponding to .29 W to .43 W per kilogram of body welght 

for a 70 kllogram person. In vivo tests in animals are encouraging ln 

that the heat loads can be carried, the body, after a time, seeming to 

adJust itself to this unnatural load. In addition to the main flow of heat 

from the engine to the blood stream, some heat is lost directly through the 

heat Source lnsulation. In spite of hlgh quality multlfoll vacuum insula

tlon (6) this loss 15 signlflcant. It also causes lncreased tlssue tem

peratures In those parts of the body that touch the insulatlon, though 

these temperatures are down to a level (about 2°C above normal) that are 

considered satisfactory. 

Energy sources for the englne are (a) radioactlve isotopes, the radi

atlon belng captured mainly ln the fuel matrix and surrounding material 

w1th the evolutlon of heat, (b) a less controverslal source conslstlng of 

a mass of sUltable materlal that is thermally rechargeable. Current artl

flclal hearts favour the radioisotope fuel, namely Plutonium 238, a by

product of reactors. This obviates the complexlties of energy recharging 

dev1ces, but may not be econo~cally attractive if the heart is successful 

and develops to mass production, due to the limitation of supplies. As 

mass productlon approaches one would expect to see more emphasis on re-
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chargeabl p ~eat sourceD util1zing the latent heat of fus10n of salts and 

hydr1des, for exarnplf". In any event thefe materials may be useful as 

r~!t~g thermal cal.lci tors 1.n isotope . \wered engines, pernu thng an iso-
ft"n ';r. v 
".' . \ d,' 

.. \.-.1,,;. 
{t";',r~e inventory based upon average rather than peak power demand and impos-

'-t 
1ng lower mean thermal loadl.ng on the body. The feasibin.ty of these ma-

I 

terials as the bases of thermal capac1tors has been tentatlvely established 

by Bluestein and Huffman (9). 

A rechargeable heat source IS essentlally a mass of SU1table materIal 

from wh1ch heat may be continuously withdrawn by the eng1ne and Wh1Ch It-

self 15 occas1onally replenished. Obv1ously isothermal operation is Ideal, 

lead1ng to the interest in fusion-solidification phase changes. Development 

IS along the lines of electric resistance wires to heat the mass, electric 

power belng derived from the secondary winding of a transformer. Th1s se-

condary wlnd1ng is implanted beneath the skin of the chest and when a re-

charge 15 requlred, say every eight hours, the pr1mary w1nding un1t 15 

placed (outs1de the chest) over the secondary unit and p?w~r 15 transferred 

electromagnetically and transcutaneously to the transformer secopdary un1t, 

thence to the heat source heater. Bluestein and Huffman's work Included 

stud1es of thermal gradlents in the heat source materlal ~ss, and presum-

ably accounts for the use of heat pipes 1n some engine heat source unlts 

(Chapter 5) 1n order to reduce the temperature loss between the heat source 

and englne hot space. Thermal storage materlals that have been consldered 

1nclurle: 
Potentlal 

Meltlng Latent Heat Carnot 
Material Point °C cal/grn Efficiency 

Lithium chloride/lithium fluoride eutectic 499 165 .60 

Lithium fluoride/sodium fluoride 650 app. 172 .66 

Lithium hydride 677 610 .67 
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Eng1ne bench development, typically us1ng electr~c heaters, has used 

peak temperatures in the approx~mate range 430~C to 500°C. 

B1olog~cal problems arising from the radIation emanat1ng from 150-

topes'have been stud~ed by several groups [3,4,7,81. The stud1es, cover-

lng not only normal dally living but also the possib1lity of catastrophlC 

accldent, lnd1cates that the ra~ation probably would be tol~able to the 

user of an 1sotope powered heart, as well as to SOCIety generally. In 

VlVO tests In animals support these oplnlons, over the Ilmlted tIme dura-

t10ns that have been poSSIble for these tests. 

ConfiguratIonal L1~tat1ons 

The orIginal targets for a complete artlf1clal heart package were 

2,000 ml total volume and 3,000 gm total weIght, rather round-lookIng num-

bers! For the "aSSIst heart" variant, Wh1ch takes over the function of 

the left ventrIcle only, there seem to be no published targets. Although 

artIf1cIal hearts have not yet been implanted in humans and therefore 

there 1S no certaInty that these li~tations will not have to be readjusted, 

current designs not only meet, but improve upon these llmitat1ons .• However, 

conSIderIng that the average human heart weighs about 250 grams for the 

female and 310 grams for the male, with correspond1ng volumes of 475 ml 

and 650 ml respectively there is still much room for Improvement 1n this 

respect. For the artlfic1al assist heart applIcatIon the natura~ heart 

rema1ns wIth1n the body so it 1S even more desirable to ~nlmlZC the 1ntru-

Slon of weight and volume into the body. 

Much of the power unit weight must be ascribed to the thermal energy 

source and, in the case of radioactive sources, its scree~ing. Engl.ne 

component weights are not given in the literature but they are certalnly 

relatively low due to each component being pared down to the minlmum to 

reduce thermal conductl.on losses. For example, one engl.ne had a oyllnder 
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wall .010 1nch thick and a displacer-regenerator wall .005 1nch thick. 

Savlng in power source weight then must co~ mainly from improvements of 

the engine thermal efficiency and of the engine power transmission conver-

Slon efficiency, both improvements ultimately reducing the energy source 

inventory. A constant requirement for low weight is the use of compact 

geometry of the power source and the hot part of the engine cylinder, both 

to minimIze rad10active shleldlng requlrements and to mln1mlze the area 

for heat leakage loto the surroundlng body organs. 

Most engine development work has USed helium as the working flUid. 

In other fIelds of engineering this has already be~ome known as a difficult 

gas to contaio Without leakage. In the artifiCial heart engine the working 

charge 1S only very small, the potential required life of the engine could 
" 

conceIvably be many years, the engine operates under fluctuating pressure 

and part of the engine is at a high temperature. For the relatively short 

lIfe bench tests and anlmal implant tests the helium leakage has been ac-

ceptable USIng convent1onal.seals. For the long term, however, the estab-

l1shmeot of sound eng1ne seal designs and of the technology for translating 

these into product1on quantities constitute a recognized reqUirement of the 

successful engine. 

Summary 

The more important recognized constraints to the development of the 

artIfiCial heart engine have been conSidered. These constraints all orlg-

Lnate from the phYSical needs of the body. For each of these constraints 

baSiC investlgations have been done by teams of engineering and medical 

practitioners to establish practical feasibilit~es following which engine 

, 
des~gn and development have progressed. In addition to many thousands of 

hours of bench test~ng, some testLng has been performed using an~mals w1th 
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pronus1ng results. 11ius the status is now generally well beyond the 

"proof of pr1nc1ple" stage and slgnifl.cantly into life and rehabll1ty 

1mprovement, although there are a few deta1ls that stIll requ1re maJor 

1mprovements, for example the varIOUS engIne helium seals and the eng1ne 

power control. It IS noted, however, that publlshed llterature does not 

seem to mentlon any reqUIrements for qUletness or vIbratIon lunits. In 

these respects perhaps we have to awaIt the first transplants 1n humans 

before satlsfactory feedbaCK IS galned In thIS 1mportant area. For the 

potentlal user of an artlflcial heart the prospectIve volume and weIght 

burdens have eased from the early target of 2 litres and 3 KIlograms to, 

tYP1cally ach1eved, I litre and 2.4 KIlograms. 

.. 



CHAPTER 3 

OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CARNOT, STIRLING AND ERICSSON CYCLES 

Introductlon 

The purpose of thlS chapter is to examlne certaln characterlstlcs 
(t' 

of the Carnot, Stirling and Erlccson cycles, each of which potentlally 

glves the Carnot efflciency. It is recognized that no englne wlll be 

bUllt to yield the ldeal Camot efficiency, but it is hoped that thls 

study WIll reveal the strengths and weaknesses of these cycles. An open 

mInded approach .lS taken: it is not accepted that a practlcal "Stirllng 

type" englne for the artificial heart has to be of the free plston variety 

(Chapter 5) or such that its piston motIons are SImple harmonlC (SchmIdt) 

or the same as those of. any other "Stirling" engine. Thus lt is hoped 

to find dlrections to an engine deSIgn that can be developed to the hIghest 

effICiency. 

In any type of "Stirling" engine the amount of heat transferred from 

all the internal surfaces to and from the working fluld is several tlmes 

the work output of the cycle, most of this heat being transferred by forced 

convectlon. ThIS is at the cost of internal pumping losses. Thus one crl-

terlon for comparing cycles is the ratio of net cycle output to the internal 

heat transfer load. The effects of regenerator thermal deflciencles on the 

cycle effIclencies, the mean effective pressures and the work-ratios of 

these cycles are also important. 

Although much analysis of Sch~dt and more sophlsticated cycles has 

been done, rather remarkably, important characteristICS of the slmple clas-

16 
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s1cal cycles, seem hardly to be found in the 11terature. In this chapter, 

I have therefore developed and compared, for the true Stirling and Er1csson 

cycles, the followl.ng character1st1cs; (a) heat transfer across the work1ng 

fluld boundar1es during regeneration, (b) relation of cycle work output to 

regenerator heat exchange, (c) relat10n of boundary heat flow to regenerator 

heat flow, (d) effect of regenerator inefflc1ency, (e) effect1ve pressure to 

I'l'IdXlmum pressure ratlo, (f) work ratl.o. (g) work output to total reversIng 

heat exchange. 

Descrlptlon of Cycles 

In each of the cycles a flu1d 15 compressed lsothermally whlle co1d 

and expanded 1sothermally while hot. These two elements (only) are common 

to the Carnot, Stlrllng and Erlcsson cycles. The lnput work of compression 

be1ng less than the output work of expanslon, a net work output results. 

The fluld used is almost 1nvarlably a gas though 1n the industr1al f1eld 

there IS record [351 of an attempt by Malone to establlsh an engine (not 

a true Stlrllng engine) using water near the critlcal point. The engine 

was developed wlth a view to marine propulsl.on and work1ng pressures of 

about 12,000 lb/1n 2
• Also, more recently Beale and Walker have been consld

enng "two phase" working fluids [19,20]. 

In the ideal cycles the compression and expansion elements are those 

through wh1ch waste low temperature heat and incoming high temperature 

heat are transmitted from or to the workIng fl~id. These elements are 

1. sothe rma 1 . Samples of the cycles are shown 1n Figs. 1, 2 and 3 which 

have been drawn to the same scale for equal work outputs, peak pressures 

and temperature ratl.Os. They show the considerable differences between 

the relat1.ve dl.splacement volumes required and the mean effective pressures 

obtained. 

Actual "Stirling" cycles,have resemblances to the true St1r:ll.ng and 
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Ericsson cycles. They are very complex, but Creswick feels that the clas-

sical theory of Schmidt [18] which is a development of the ideal Stirling 

cycle theory allowing for the type of piston movements occurring in some 

contemporary Stirling engines (this is considered later), can be used as 

a basis for the design of Stirling engines. The ideal engines have heat 

reception at uniform temperature TH and rejection at Tc' Provided these 

1sothermals are connected by reversible processes during wh1ch there is 

no heat flow to or from the system, that is by adiabatics (Carnot), con-

stant volume regeneration (Stirling) or constant pressure regenerat10n 

TC 
(Ericsson), we obtain the Camot efficiency of 1 - T ' i.e. 1 - 'T. Entropy 

H 

diagrams are satisfactory for illustrating these cycles but practical en~ 
" 

gines have continuous variation of conditions between parts of the eng1ne, 

50 that entropy ,diagrams are of little real help. 

As was clearly enunciated by Schule [25], the reversible processes 

between the h~at supply and rejection processes may be regarded as stePP1ng 

stones between isothermal operations. If these "stepping stones", whatever 

they may be, are reversible and do not allow heat input or rejection at 

other than TH or TC the efficiency must be that of Carnot. Thus a cycle 

having the isotherroals connected by perfectly reversible regenerat10n con-

ditions somewhere between constant volume and constant pressure would also 

have the Carnot efficiencY. Such a cycle is very roughly approximated by 

the modern "Stirling" engine, as being developed for commercial power un~ts 

rather than the artificial heart, with one exception. Tbese engines show 

on t.l)eir pl. Jsure-volume indicator cards line elements of both constant 

pressure and constant volume. Obviously, there is an infinite number of 

• 
ideally, Car not efficiency cycles. In the true Stirling cycle, unlike 

the Carnot and "Ericsson cycles, no work is done between the isothermal 

operations, these being constant volume processes. 

} 
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For the Camot and Ericsson cycles work is indeed done between the 

isothermals but in each of these cycles the work quantities are equal and 

opposite, cancelling out through the cycle and resulting in low mean pres-

sures. Thus in any of these cycles the net work may be considered as the 

differences of areas below the isothermals only. In comparison wlth the 

Stirling cycle the Carnot and Ericsson are serious swept volume wasters 

and the lower the value of T, the more serious does this waste become. 

For the Camot cycle there are further facts that quite remove it from the 

realm of practical approximation. These have been recognized before but 

are given here for completeness: 

(a) During the isothermal processe~ piston-cylinder surfaces defining 

the fluid boundaries are expected to be perfectly conducting, while 

during the adiabatic processes they must be perfectly insulating; cer-

tainly not an approachable situation. 

(b) The work ratio, defined as net output work divided by the sum of all 

component terms (all taken positive) is only a very small fraction of 

that achieved by other cycles. 

Therefore the Carnot cycle is unattractive on thermodynamic and mechanical 

grounds. '
" 

The regenerative operations of the Stirling and Ericsson cycles are 

not as simple in practice as theoretical pressure-volume diagr~ w~uld 

suggest. In reality the only way to actually achieve heat transfer to or 

from the fluid is to transfer the gas from one volume to another, the re-

generator lying in the path of gas flow I while the sum of the two volumes 

either remains constant (Stirling) or changes gradually in such a way that 

the pressure remains constant (Ericsson). Thus points in the regenerator 

lines of the entropy ~d pressure-volume diagrams for th~se two cycles do 

not represent a homogeneous state except at the ends of the lines. This 
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is in contradistinction to the Carnot cycle where any point on the diagrams 

represents a homogeneous state. The Stirling and Ericsson cycies differ 

between themselves in the nature of the heat transfer phenomena that occur 

during regenerative processes. In the Ericsson cycle, since the pressure 

is constant during regeneration there is no tendency for the temperature 

of the fluid on either side of the regenerat~r to change and therefore no 

heat flow to or from the boundaries of the hot and cold spaces. In the 

Stirling cycle, since the regenerator processes are at constant total volume 

and the fluid is being heated or cooled the pressure changes progressively 

during the operation, therefore there is a tendency for its temperature , 
to rise or fallon each side of the regenerator. For reversibility, the 

hot and cold space boundaries must be perfectly insulating or perfectly 

conducting, but the former is inconsistent with isothermalcy, so the latter 

condition must apply. Thus the constant volume regenerative process re-

quires perfect heat transfer between the working fluid and its boundaries 

at all points in the cycle. Also it is evident that all boundary surfaces 

in the system are, simultaneously, heat absorbers or heat emitters. The 

magnitude of this heat transfer is calculated. 

1. Heat transfer between working fluid and boundary walls during regener
ation in the stirling £lsle 

-
Assume the conditions of the ideal cycle, i.e. isothermalcy and no 

pressure losses, also that the working fluid obeys the gas laws. 

Fig. 4 represents a regenerator matrix (dotted lines) moving rela-

tively through ~ fixed volume V of the working fluid. 
- 0 

(a) Considering the heating process, initially the pressure is 

3.1 

After the entire mass of fluid has been traversed the final preSSure is 

3.2 
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For intermediate positions when the regenerator has transversed V, from 

the constancy of the total fluid mass 

w "" we + wH 

P v P (V -V) 
PV o 0 0 

-= + 
RTe RTe RTH 

v 
0 

P A 
RTc 

'" P V -v v 0 0 
(~) + --

C RTH 

1 
= -----

V 
1- (l-T)v 

o 

3.3 

3.4 

In the cold space the heat already given up by volume dV which is about 

to enter the regenerator is 

dQ = PdV In L 
J P, 

or 

J' 
p-vdQ = 

o 0 

= 

p 

P 
o 

o 

dV P • In 
V P o 0 

1 
• In( V) 

1- (l-T)
V o 

3.5 
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Initially and finally, .~ = 0 and ~ = 1 respe~tively, thus the expression 
o 0 

integrates to 

WRTe 1 1 
,= t -J • - [In (::;)]2 

1-1' • 
3.6 

Similarly in the h<>t space the hea,t that will be given up by a volume d\l 
. 

that has just traversed the regenerator is • 
, 

P 
dQ = ~ In( o/.1'i 

J P 
3.7 
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This integrates to 

~ 
P V 

o 0 

P 
"" -' p 

o 

V 
1- (l-1)V 

~V In I i oJ 
o 

1 [1nT}2 \ 
I-t • \ 3.8 

Since Iln(~)1 ~ IlnTf the sum of the heats transferred to the hot and 
i 

cold space boundaries, taking all quantities positive, is 

or 

WRTC 

J 
l~T [In (~)) 2 •• 

(b) Considering the cooling process, 
wRTH 

Initial pressure Po = -v--
o 

Final pressure Pf = PoT • 

q 

Intermediate pressure after traversing 

Po 
P == ----

or 

I- (1- .!..)_V 
T Vo 

a volume V is 

3.9 

3.10 

... 

3.11 

3.12 

3.13 

Volume dV in the hot space about to enter the regenerator will have 

absorbed heat 
P 

dQ ::: ~ In (-2.) 
J P 

1 V 
In[l-(l--)-} 

1" Vo 

This integrates over the full volume to 

Q = i WRTU -I- [In!) 2 
J 1-1" i 

_ .1. wRTH • 1 1 2 
- "2" - [In;;] J - 1-T L 

3.14 

3.15 

3.16 
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Similarly the heat supplied to the gas on the cold side is 

Q = i WRTC • _1_ [lnT) 2 
J 1-'[ 
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3.17 

The total heat exchange for all boundary surfaces through one cycle, taking 

all quantities positive is thus 
wRTC 

2-
J
-. 3.18 

In contrast to this the Ericsson cycle has simpler heat transfer processes 

in as far as the regenerator processes are at constant pressure. There is 

therefore no tendency to temperature change due to pressure change, thus 

no requirement for heat interchange with the boundary walls during regenera-

tion. The heat exchange within 

Stirling cycle b~ the factor of 

the regenerator is greater than for the 
Cp 
Cv or y. 

2. Relation between cycle work output and regenerator heat transfer 

The heat exchanged between the working fluid and the regenerator 

matrix is many times the work output of the cycle, whether Stirling or 

Ericsson. Since heat exchange by forced convection is achieved only at the 

cost of mechanical energy, the ratio of net work (expressed in he~t units) 

to regenerator heat exchange is likely to influence strongly the internal 

efficiency of the engine. For the ideal Stirling cycle, with reference to 

Fig. 5: 

(a) The work done per cycle expressed in heat units is: 

3.19 

3.20 

where 1" = and r = 

The total heat transferred to and from the regenerator, through a cycle, 

all quantities being positive, is 

3.21 

- ~--- ~ -- ----
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Referring to Fig. 6 the work done per cycle is essentially the dif-

ference of the areas below the isothermals and is 

P2V2 V3 P1Vl In 
V4 

W = --In 
J V2 J VI 

3.23 

wRTC TH 
== --In (rT) [- - 11 

J TC 

WRTC 1-T 
== -J---<-:r-) In (rT) 3.24 

The regenerator heat transfer per cycle is 

3.25 

= (1;:)1n (rT) • 3.26 

During regenarator heating the working fluid expands by a ratio lit. 

Thus a minimum overall expansion (compression) ratio of liT is required 

for this cycle and at this expansion ratio the power output is zero. 

Expansion ratios greater than liT result in a net power output. 

It is notable that the work/regen~rator heat ratio is independent 

of temperature ratio T for the stirling cycle but dependent upon T for 

the Ericsson. Both cycles benefit considerably by using high gamma gases. 
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These work/regenerator heat ratios are shown in Fig. 7 (Stirling) and 

Figs. 8 and 9 (Ericsson) for hydrogen (gamma = 1.404) and helium (gamma -

1.667) • 

3. Heat exchange between gas and boundary surfaces compared with 
regeneration 

The heat exchange with the hot and cold space boundaries during re-

generative processes in comparison with that of the regenerator matrix is 

interesting. 

For the Stirling cycle, from the quantities derived previously, for 

a complete cycle 

Boundary heat exchange 
Regenerator heat exchange 

2 RT • ( __ 1 __ ) (lnT)2 
w C I-T 

:::: 
2wCvTHJ O· _or) 

:::: (Y_l)1"(lnt)2 
, 1-1" 3.27 

This ratio is plotted against 1" in Fig. 10. The ratio eases slightly as 

engines become "hotter", that is as T decreases. This function is also 

independent of the compression ratio. However, since the regenerator heat 

exchange per unit of work output decreases with increasing compression 

ratio, the boundary heat exchange improves in the same proportion. 

It should be noted that for the Ericsson cycle, due to constant 

pressure during regeneration this ratio is zero. 

4. Effect of regenerator efficiencx 

In the preceding analysis it was assumed that the regenerator effi-

cie~cy was unity. This value is unlikely to be approached in practice due 

to the large surface areas required and accompanying void volume. Defining 

the regenerator efficienCy DR as the heat recovered on the cold blow per 

unit of heat potentially depositable in the regenerator On the hot blow: 

(a) Stirling cycle (see Fig. 5) 

P1V1ln r P1V1 
Cycle heat input ::: ..J + Cv ~ eTH - TC> (I-DR)' with the first 

H 
~ . 

t,erm being the Carnot heat input as for the perfect regenerator cycle" and 
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the second term representing the additional heat due to the regenerator 

PIVI 
imperfection. As before the cycle work done is --y- (l-T) In r when expressed 

in heat units. Hence the cycle efficiency is expressed as 

.. 
II = 

PI V 1 In r + C P 1 ~ 1 (T - T ) (l-ll ) 
J V RTH H C R 

= (1-1') 

A similar expression is given by Inchley [66). 

(b) Ericsson Cycle (see Fig. 6) 

By similar reasoning, for this CYcle 

II = 
. (l-T) 

ya-'r) (1 - llR' , 

1 + (Y-1) In (Tr) ,,-

Tr > 1 

3.28 

3.29 

We see that both cycles change from independence to dependence on the com-

pression ratio. The efficiencies also become dependent upon y. Rather 

extreme comb1nations of temperature and regenerator efficiency are shown 

in Figs. 11 and 12 for the Stirling cycle. Essentially the same information 

is contained in Fig. 13 which s~ows the efficiency relative to the Camot 

efficiency. The great help given by increasing the compression ratio at 

the low~r values of r is evident. 

5. The mean effective pressure to the maximum pressure ratio 

This has two main influences: 

(i) For a given maximum cyole pressure it ~ontrols the cylinder 

volumes required for a given po~er and frequency. 

(ii) For a given engine power output, the economy of material usage 

for' the engine cylinders is controlled by th~s factor. Thus a 

~. : 
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high value leads to minimum cylinder wall material as a result 

of minimum volume, and much more important, to minimum parasitic 

heat loss from cylinder temperature gradients. 

(a) Stirling Cycle (Fig. S) 
V2 V4 

PIVI 
In (-) - P V ln (-) 

VI 4 4 V3 
Mean effective pressure (MEP) = 

. V2 - VI 

= PI 
(I-T}ln r 

(r-l) 

~ (I-'r) In r 
= P (r-l) max 

3.30 

(b) Ericsson Cycle (Fig. 6) 
P2V2 

V3 V4 ln (-) - P V ln (-) 
V2 1 1 VI 

Mean effective pressure MEP = 
V3 -VI 

1 

= PI 
(:r - .1)1n (rT) 

(r-l) 

1 MEP (l-i)ln(rT) 
r't > 1 = P i(r-l) max 

3.:31 

~r. ~ , _, the Ericsson cycle the mean eff.ective pressure ratio is only zero at 

the minimum compression ratio for this cycle, i. e. at r = liT. It aU,mbs 

s lowly to a maximum (.292 for T = . 3 at r ::: 8.1) wh ich although it is 

greater than for the Stirling (.206) at this compression·ratio it does 

'" not seem to be exploitable due to the large void volumes of regenerator~ 

(evidence for this is given in Chapter 6). 

6. Work ratio 

The work ratio is defined as the net cycle work divided by the total 

work of the cycle elements, all work quantities being positive. Internally 
. 

it is an indicator of the insensitivity of the output to departures from 

the ideal cycle, externally it indicates the insensitivity to mechanical 

losses. 



(a) Stirling Cycle (Fig. 5) 

Work ratio = 

= 

p ~ V lIn r - P 4 V 4 +in r 

PI V lIn r + P 4 V 4 In r 

1 - T 
1+"( 
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3.32 

Although this is based upon the P-V diagram which does not show the transfer 

of gas from one volume to another during the regenerative process the pres-

sure difference necessary for this is id~ally zero, so that no work is done 

and the expression is valid. For T = .3 the work ratio is thus .538. 

(b) Ericsson Cycle (Fig. 6) 

Wo.t"'k ~atio = 

V3 V4 
P

2
V

2
ln (-) - P V In (-) 

V2 4 4 VI 

= (l-"() In (rT) 
(l + T) In (rT) + 1 + r"( - 2"( , rr > 1 ",3.33 

This expression has zero value at the minimum. compression ratio of l/T, 

thereafter increasing to a low maximum (.159 for T = .3 at r Z 10) and 

then declines continuously. 

7. Work output/total reversing heat 

We have considered the reversible heat flows for the boundary sur-

faces and the regenerator matrix within the Stirling and Ericsson engines. 

When these are totalled for each engine and related to the work output the 

characteristics of Fig. 14 result, again taking "( c .3. For compression 

ratios likely to be practical the Stirling cycle is the only feasible one. 

The high gamma gas is still superior, but its advantage is not as marked 

as it is whe~ considering the regenerator heat transfer alone (Fig. 7), 

having been offset somewhat by its relative disadvantage for heat transfer 

requ~rements across the hot and CQld space boundaries. Nonetheless, a 

great improvement with increasing compression ratio still remains. 

-, 

l 
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Sununary 

Of the ideal cycles considered the classical Carnot reference cycle 

is seen to be quite impossible to translate into a working engine. Th~s 

leaves the Stirling and Ericsson cycles for furth~r consideration. 

These two cycles have been examined in terms of work-regenerator heat 

flow, the effect of imperfect regeneration, mean effective pressure and work 

ratio. Generally, the Stirling cycle is superior to the Ericsson. Using 

he11um (ganuna = 1.667) and taking T = .3, fairly representative of near 

future and current work in the artificial heart field, from the relation-

ships developed, it follows that; 

j 
Cycle Efficiency M.E.P. 

Work/Regenerator 
nR ;:: .95 nR = .80 p, 

Heat Flow ms~ Work Ratio 

Stirling· 

r '" 1.5 .14 .62 .46 .57 .54 

r::: 2.5 .31 .66 .57 .43 .54 

r = 6.66 .63 .68 .63 .23 .54 

Ericsson· 

r = 3.33 0 0 0 0 0 

r = 6.66 .14 .62 .47 .29 .15 

* Compression ratios selected: 

1.5 ::: compression ratio of contemporary "Stirling" engines, estimated 

2.5 = improved ratio, arbitrary 

6.66 = same as Ericssson for comparison 

3.33 = Ericsson minimum ratio; Le. starting point 

6.66 ... Twice Ericsson minimum, arbitrary 

These figures show the clear superiority of the Stirling cycle in terms 

of these thermodynamic parameters. 

• 
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CHAPTER 4 

OTHER CYCLES 

Regenerative Otto Cycle 

In many "Stirling" engines, especially those of several horsepower 

upwards, the supply of heat to the working fluid is through tubular heaters 

located in series between the regenerator and the hot cylinder. The fluid 

space within the heaters together with the space within the cylinder com-

prise the hot space. With this arrangement the heat is supplied mainly 

during fluid transfer from the cold to the hot side. Therefore, relatively 

little heat can be supplied to an element of the fluid once it leaves the 

heater and enters the cylinder. A similar situation applies to the cold 

side where heat rejected from the cycle is absorbed in ~ series-connected 

cooler between the cold cylinder and the regenerator. (These remarks do 
.f 

not apply to current heart engine~, where the heat source is thermally 

integral with the cylinder.) The cycle therezore approximates more to the 

~tto than to the true Stirling cycle, except that the regenerator substan-

tially reduces the net heat input to the engine. The performance of this 

cycle, which I term a "regenerative Otto cycle" does not appe~r to be 
t-' 

given in readily available literature, so I investigate this cycle for 

ultimate comparison with the Camot potential cycles. 

In this investigation the simplifying assumption has been made that 

the fluid volume within the heat exchangers is negligible in comparison 

with the swept volumes of the pistons; so that the expansion and compression 

pressures are noD influenced by isothermal conditions that would probably be 
f 

40 
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approximated in the heat exchangers, but would be determined only by , 

adiabatic relatioAs. This condition would not of course apply in practice 

but the assumption of a true regenerative Otto cycle does show what happens 

in the extreme case to the engine performance when all of the heat supply 

and rejection occurs only during the workless constant volume elements. 

instead of only during the expansion and compression elements as was the 

case for the engines of potential Carnot efficiency. 

1. £ycle efficiency 

With reference to Fig. 15 which shows the cycle on log temperature 

ratio - log volume ratio coordinates, useful regeneration is possible wh~n 

the temperature at the end of expansion is greater than at the end of com-

pression, i.e. T2 > T4" (The volume ratio at the end of expansion, i.e. 

the compression ratio shown has no particular significance.) 

The cycle work in heat units is given by: 

(P 1 V 1 - P 2 V 2) - (P 4 V 4 - P 3 V 3) 

J(y-l) 

Heat input, allowing for a regenerator efficiency nR is 

::: W~{TI -lT
4 

+n
R

(T
2 

-T4 »)} 

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

~generation is effective for compression ratios up to the value 9iven 

or r := 4.4 
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For a non-regenerative cycle this would be the optimum compression 

ratio. If the above expression for n is plotted against r for 9ive~ nR -
and t a clear maximum efficiency n is obtained. The compression ratio ~or 

this maximum becomes more critical as T increases. 

If the maximum efficiencies are plotted against r for the selected 

values of t and n
R 

the charts of Figs. 16a and 16b are obtained. on these 

charts the intersection of the n
R 

and 1 lines defines the compression ratio 

that must be used to achieve the best possible cycle efficiency. Any other 

compression ratio will reduce the efficiency. The most striking feature 

is that low compression ratios and very high regenerator efficiences must 

be adopted to achieve high cycle efficiencies. For example~ for T = .3 a 

regenerator imperfec~ion of only .02, i.e. n
R 

g .98, will lower the cycle 

efficiency from .7 to .61. 

2. Work/regenerator heat transfer 

In view of the very high regenerator efficiencies required for an 

efficient eng operating on this cycle the work/regeneratpr heat transfer 

ratio will b This ratio is an indicator of the relative losses 

fluid passes through the regenerator. From the 

salient point 15, 

Regenerator heat transfer == 2WCV'lR (~ - T
4

) • 

Work/heat transfer == 

\ 

(P1V1 -P2V2 ) - (P
4

V4 -P3V3) 

('Y-l)2~nR(T2 - T4 )J 

1 'Y-1 I---Tr +T -1-1 -r 4.5 

. i 
,j 

l 
i 
I 
J 
" i 
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Applying this to an optimum helium cycle operating at T = .3 and nR =' .98 

and therefore having r = 1.24, for example: 

Work/heat transfer = 
1 - 1 _ • 3 • 1. 24· 667 + 

1.24. 667 .3 

2 x .98 [_-=1 __ - .3· 1.24· 661 1 
1.2~. 667 

"" .085 

This is slightly better than the Stirling ratio .073 for the same compression 

ratio. 

3. Mean effec~ve pressure 

Mean effective pressure = 
Maximum pressure 

(PlV
l 

-P2V2 ) - (P4V
4 

-P3V3) 

(y-l) (V
2 

- V
1

) 

(1---1:-- ry-l+T) 
r Y- 1 

= -----=---------------- , 
(y-I) (r-l) 

showing that for this cycle the lower gamma, gases have the advantage. 

4.6 

~ . The non-dimensional mean effective pressure is plotted for T = .3 in 

Fig. 17, together with that of the Stirling cycle. 

4. Work ratio 

1. y-l 
1--- 'Pr +1" 

·Y-l. r = I - y-l 1--+ TOr - l' 
),-1 

V· 
r 

y-1 

"" 
1- Tr 

: Y-1 1 + Tr -, 
\ 

4.7 

For the .same conditions. as above '. 
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Work ratio = 1 - O. 3 x 1. 24· 6 6 7 
.667 

1 + O. 3 x 1. 24 

= .49 

which compares with .54 for the Stirling. 
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Cycle With Harmonic Piston Motions and Adiabatic Compression and Expansion 

This cycle, termed the "Adiabatic Schimdt", in which heat is supplied 

and removed by heat exchangers between the regenerator and the compression I 

and expansion spaces has been analyzed by Walker and Khan [34} for the 

case of perfectly efficient regeneration. They find the amount by which 

the efficiency falls below that for the isothermal (Carnot) cycle to be 

less for large void volumes. Large void volumes are equivalent to low com-

pression ratios. Recalling the regenerative Otto cycle from which this 

cycle differs mainly in the "overlapping" of the proce'sses, this result 

is not' surprising. 

The Thermocompressor 

Invented in 1930 by Bush, the Thermocompressor and its variants have 

received much attention in the development of heart engines {lO,21,22,33, 

46 to'SO]. Its great mechanical simplicity has a natural appeal. It may 

be significant that the relatively recent German start in the implantable 
..... . 

artificial heart field {6l,62] favours the same type of engine as that upon 

which a great deal of American effort has been expended over the last several 

years. Ideally the Thermocompressor receives and rejects heat at constant 

temperatures. With perfect regeneration and no losses this would resu1t in 

Carnot efficiency., 

Fig. 18 shows 'the principles of three variants of the Thermocompressor, 

all of which have been or are active in the artificial heart prog'ram. In 

each case, as the displacer reciprocates in the cylinder the p~essure is 

, i 
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lowered or raised due to cooling or heating of the fluid. This, together 

with the one way valves, causes pumping of the working fluid through ~ 

engine. For clarity the displacer reversing'devices are not shown. This 

form of the engine is known as a "cold expansion engine". If the valves 

. were situated at the hot end it would be a hhot expansion ~ngine". Con-

structions (a) and (b) are thermodynamically equal. Construction (c) is 

nearly so, but not quite, since the proximate surfaces of the displacer 

and cylinder walls, both of which are heat transfer surfaces, are not gener-

ally at the same temperature due ~o their relative motion. In the McDonnell 

Douglas engine (described later) the strok~ is only a few percent of the 

displacer length; in this case one would expect substantially the same type 

of performance as for Constructions {a) and (b). The porous regenerators 

of (a) and (b), using stacked wire matrices would appear to give more effl-

cient regener~tlon, due to their larger poss,ible surface areas, than the 

hollow plug regenerator/displacer of type (c). Nevertheless the latter 

superseded the former in the development of the above-mentioned engine. .A 

modification of this engine that does not essentially change the thermody-

namic principles is the elimination of the valves by replacing them by a 

flexible diaphragm across which the engine power is transmitted to a (dif-

ferent) fluid that ultimately activates the blood pump. 'This modification 

is used in the McDonnell Doug~as engine. 

Martini et aI [471 show that when the Thermocornpressor is driving its 

o~timum load, the work done per unit of heat transferred in the regenerator 

per cycle for the ideal engine is approximately .p35 (actually·Ma~ini.gives 
, " ,. 

.070: the ractor of 2 is Que to our different definitions of heat processed), 

This ratio corresponds to a St.irling cycl~ compression ra.tio of only l.:"l~ 

viewing the Thermoqompressor"as an equivalent volume change type of engine. 
, , 

The mean effectiVe. pressure r~tio for the iaeal engine (no clearance 

----.--~---~----~-------

. ' 
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" Pmax 
volume) may be derived from the 'operating pressure rat1.o of p- . 

min 
Referring to Fig. 1,9, V is the total swept volume, Le. the maximum 

volume that alternately appears at each end of the cylinder. Volumes Ve' 

V
H 

are the volumes, as the pressure falls to p, and rises to P respec-
m1.n max 

tively and, with variables v are measured from each end as appropriate. 

~en the displacer has just absorbed all of the cold space, i.e. all 

of the gas is hot, the mass of gas is 

P V 

" 

max ~ 

RTH 

where V is the total gas volume, which is cOnstant. At the point when the 

displacer has moved towards the hot end and the pressure has just fallen to 

P , , the cold volume is V and the hot volume is (V - V
e
). The total gas 

~n , C 

mass is the same as before, no new gas having yet entered the CY~ind~r, thus 

from which 

p V 
max 
RTH 

p 
max 

= 

--= Pmin 

or 

P
roin 

(V -Vc ) 

RTH 

P,V 
+ m1.n e 

V 
1 +....£ (l-T) 

V T 

p . 
(~-l) (-1-) 
P
min 

1-'( 

RTC 

4.8 

4.9 

At this point ney gas is about to enter and the process becomes one of 

constant pressure until the end of the stroke. Subsequent movement of the 

displacer towardS the"cold end raises the pressure until at volume V
H

, fo~ 

the .hot end and (V - V
H

) for the cold end the maximUln pressure is again 

reached l Va being given by 

from which 

PininV 

'RT 
C 

= 
p V 

max H 

RTH· 

p 

l-.~ p 

p (V - Va) 
of: max 

RTe 

V· 
H' 

·V 
= _~_ma=?x ___ _ 

(l-'{) 

, 

4.10 
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Representative 
P 

values are L"'" .4 and ~ = 
p . 
m~n 

The work done per cycle may be 

-. VH V = .28. 

1.2. 
Vc 

These.give \T; .3 and 

obtained by integrating to 
p 

obtain the area of the P-V diagram. h ab . f max In t e ove express~ons or ~ 
m~n 

can obtain expressions by substituting P for Pmax or Pmin , v for Ve ' V
H

, 

to give 

Work/Cycle = f 

~:: 28 V . 

v 
-=0 
V 

- P d (~) 
m~n V + [p x. 3V] _ 

1 - (l-T)~ max 
V 

~= 3 V • 

f 
~=O v 

P d(-vV) 
max 

+ (P - P . ) (V - .3V - .28V) - [P. x .28V) 
max ~n rnl.n 

or MEP x V = 0.12 P V 
max 

MEP 
from which p--- = .12 

max' 

If the temperature ratio T is taken_as 0.3 the mean effective pressure 
:;'" 

ratio be~omes .152. Also, from these integrals the work ratio, defined 

as net work divided by total work (all elements positive) is calculated 

as .0647 and .0590 for 1" =0.4 and 0.3 respectively. 

Sununary 

For the regenerative Otto cycle I have derived the efficiency vs 

compression ratio characteristics and derived expressions for the work/' 

regenerator heat transfer, mean effective pressure ratio and work ratio. 

we 

The Thermocompressor has also been examined. Great mechanical attrac-

tiveness is offset to so~e degree by a low work/regenerator heat ratio, a 

low mean effective pressure ratio and a low work ratio. 

The performance of these cycles will be compared with that of other 

cycles in Chapter 7. 

c. 



CHAPTER 5 

PRACTICAL ENGINE ARRANGEMENTS 

Introduction 

In Chapters 3 and 4 the theoretical character~stics of ideal cycles 
',' 

were discussed. These findings will be used in an attempt to identify the 

cycle that has the greatest promise for the aehievement of maximum effi-

ciency in a practical engine. To this end this chapter gives some of the 

construct~onal arrangements that have developed into actual engines, both 

for general use and for the artificial heart application. Reasons for 

f1rst d1scussing mechanical arrangements are that problems due to high tem-

peratures, lubrication, pressure sealing and dead spaces may be accentuated 

or diminished according to the engine layout. Very many Stirling engines 

• with widely differing configurations have been proposed and built. If any 

one or two of them were markedly superior to the remainder it is doubtful 

1f so many variations would have appeared. Even so, for a specific applica-

t10n we can expect a reduction in the number of suitable engine configura-

tions. , i 
r. 

The many "Stirling" engines that have been built and proposed in the 
\ 

past have been classified by Walker [19J. The majority, however, may be 

recogn1zed as conforming in principle to one of the schematic arrangements 

shown in Fi9~ ~O. Emphasis here is placed on cylinder arrangements rather 

than mechanical linkages. The cylinder arrangement partly controls the 

minimum possible dead space, defining dead ~pace as that space unswept by 

pistons. Dead space will be 'recognized as a necessary evil in "Stirling" j 

54 j 
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engines. The cylinder, p1ston and displacer (when used) relationsh1p 

also deter~nes whether seals are necessary, whether they operate at high 

Or low temperatures and the general nature of thermal gradients ifi the 

engine components. 

The schematic arrangements shown in F1g. 20 may be manifest in differ-

ant ways, for example in (a) the displacer is separated from the cyllnder 

by a narrow annular space, the boundlng surfaces of wh1ch const1tute the 

regenerator heat transfer surface. The regenerator operatlon would have 

been substantially the same if the displacer was relatively closely fitted 

and sealed to the cylinder, while bypass ducts guided the flow through a 

stationary pot type regenerator external to the cylinder, as shown in 

arrangement ec). Engine type (a) is the only one of those shown that seems 

not to be of interest today. The large dead space involved prevents the 

achlevement of good pressure variation, thus the power output is low. The 

two seals required, one at the displacer rod and one fQr the power piston, 

both operate at the cold side temperature;thus there is no lubrication 

problem with hot parts. 

Engine type (b) was once built in fair numbers for operating overhead. 

fans at fractional horsepower. It offers simple sandwich type construction. 

However, both p1stons carry the full fluid load and there is a hot sealing 

problem; steep temperature gradients along the regenerator matr1x would 

require careful design of surrounding components. All heat supplied and 

rejected must pass directly through the cylinder walls, a difficulty for 

anything other than the very low powers for which this engine WdS 

built. 

For engine type (e), having a coaxial displacer and power piston in 

one cylinder, it is possible for their strokes to overlap so that a higher 

compression ratio is possible than for type (a) or (b). The degree of over-

1 
~ 
i 
r 
1 
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lap may be limited by the kinematics employed; using cranks and connect-

ing rods a useful improvement on (b) results. Philips have spent many 

years developing this type of engine, even to the extent of developing a 

special "rhombic" drive to control the piston and displacer motions (the 

rhomb1C drive is discussed in Chapter 6). This type of engine has been 

named after Dr. Meijer of the Philips organizat10n, who lead 1n its devel-

oprnent. 

Stirling's original engine was also of type (c), except that a dis-

placer-regenerator was used instead of the external pot-type regenerator. 

It should also be stated that in the Philips engines heat supply is mainly 
I 

through heaters in series with the hot cylinder and regenerator (likewise 

heat rejection) whereas in the original Stirling engine heat supply and 

rejection was directly through the cylind~rs. One of the candidate engines 

for the artificial heart is of this type, being in fact a miniature rhombic 

drive engine using a displacer-regenerator. This engine, designed and 

built by the North American Philips Corporation is described later. 

Another pertinent observation of engines having revolving output shafts, 

i.e. types (a), (b) and (c): in types (a) and Cc) the total internal volume 

is controlled by the power piston only; the distribution of volume into hot 

and cold portions is a function of both piston positions. In type (b) the 

~otal volume and its distribution is a funct~on of the position of both 

piston positions. It should be noted that (a), (b) and Cc) could be 

"Schmidt" engines, if mechanical+y their pistons have. simple harmonic 

motions. 

Arrangement Cd) is the Thermocompressor, using in the thermodyn~c 

sense only one moving part. ~o heart engine developments of ' this cycle 

are described ~atcr in the chapter. Arrangement (e) h~ving two free pis-
I 

tons has been suggested as the basis (or a heart engine though it does 

r 

1 
1 

I 



not appear to have_,been developed for this purpose. The arrangement l.5 

the result of work by Beale {20] on free piston, hermetically sealed 
r: 
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• engines. In this engine the piston and displacer have different masses, 

dl.fferent effective areas and different net pressures acting upon them, 

causing oscillations with a phase difference. thus pf6ducing work. The 
" 

work may be taken off by fluid pumping or from the reactive movement of 
. I. 

the engine casing. Except that the pistons are free, this engine has simi-

larl.ties to type (c). 

Benson [65J also has done much work on free piston engines, which 

he terms "thermal regenerat~ve oscillators". including practical c·onstruc-

tion and testi~g. Benson's smallest engine appears to be one of .067 

l.ndl.cated horsepower, about eight ti~s the power requirement of ~e arti-

fl.cial heart. Benson states that according to the engine arrangement and 

~ -
the working fluid selected the operating cycles may be made to approximate 

the regene~ative Brayton, Rankine, Feher, Stirling or Ericsson.cycles. 

Benson considers that the Ericsson cycle should be superior to the Stirling, 
~ 

which 1S the opposite of my conclusion drawn as a result of the work shown 

in Chapter 3. However, Benson's opinion follows from his proposal for 

avolding one of the largest irreversibilities of conventional Stirling 
~ 

engines, i.e. the mixing losses in the hot and cold spaces, by using con-

stant pressure rather than constant volume processes. However. in those • 
engines in which heat supply and rejection is through the cylinder walls 

rather than through series-connected heat exchangers, heat transfer condi-

tions that tend to maintain isothermalcy in the cylinder spaces, e.g. . . 
strong fluid movements, will~ prevail during the regenerator processes 

too, thus continuing to promote isothermalcy and minimizing mixing losses •• 

( 
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Current Development Engines 
' .. 

1. Donald w. Do~glas Laboratories (OWDL) 

This company has been very active in the field since the inception 

of the artificial heart program. Their achievements are represented by 

their "System S" an~ "System 6" constructions. These are well described 

in [49,Sl,S2}. Fig. 21 shows schematically the relationship of the thermo-

compressor type System 5 engine to other components of the complete heart. 

In the DWDL heart concept'the heat source, engine and converter-accumulator 

are combl.ned into an "engine module". The actuator/controller and the 

blood pump are combined into a "pump module". The two ~Ules are flexibly 

connected by hydraulic lines which transmit both hydraulic po~er and waste 

heat. In Fig. 22 some details of the engine construction are shown. There 

are many interesting feature~ of this engine which are described in the 

• various OWOL references but a few o,f them may be mentioned here. 

The displacer kine~tics are not bas~d on purely reciprocating motion 

but involve a small flywheel and connecting rod-crank mechanism. DWDL have 

used this construction for the past few years, although in their earliest 

engines the d~placer mechanism was purely reciprocating, springs ,and prleu-

ma~c loads alone'being used to control the displace~. The engine operates 

at the seemingly high ,rate of l~OO cycles/minute. The insulation of the 

engine h". received ,much development, very high thermal resistivi~" b.i~g, 
required both to ensure ~ot only high thermal efficiency but also tO~bviate 

, , 

thermal damage to body tiss~~s touching ~qe engine mod~le. This has re-
o ~ 

suIted in multilayer foil type iI)sulation se,aled under vacuum. Support of 

the, displacer at the hot end. is by a hot fle,XlU'al suppor;:t. This eliminates 
" 

the use of a ~lidin9 bearin~ and the consequent rubbing friction and the . - , 
. " 

possibility.of detritus in the engine cy.linder. Elimination 0; th~ rubbing 
.' '.. ", 

of the hot, unluhricated cylinder surface, by use of ,the flexural support . 

I 
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has exchanged a wear and detritus problem for a fatigue problem( which 

is thought to be more predictable. It doest however, limit the stroke, 

which in this instance is .188 inch. The lower, 'cold end of the displacer 

rod is guided by a lubricated bush, separated from the cylinder by a bel-

lows to prevent ingress of "oil", which is also the fluid of the hydraulic , 

power system, to the cylinder. Losses from thermal effects are inevitably 

relatively high in very small engines. The direct heat loss from the en-

~ 

gine and fuel capsule to the surrounding body organs is min1mized by multi-

foil, zirconium oxide spaced, vacuum insulation. The insulation is arran-

ged as far as possible for the foil layers to follow 'the natural isotherms. 

Losses through the insulation are now down to about 4 W, bringing the ex-

pected temperature elevation of adjacent body tissue to within 2°C of 

normal body temperature. Relatively short tests have been p~rformed in 

animals w1th a 4°C elevation with apparent success. Examples of the con-

stant effort to reduce parasitic losses are to be found in the dispiacer 

wall which has been reduced from .010 inch to .005 inch thickness saving 

approximately 6 W, and also in the many radiation baffles in the displacer. 

These baffles are also structural stabilizers. A thermal savin9 of another 

type is found in the use of a sodium-filled heat pipe which reduces the 

loss between the 50 W Plutonium ~38 fuel soUrce and the hot surface of 

the cylinder. The waste heat from the ert9in~ is rejected through a heat 

exchanger at the lower end of the cylinder. The hydraulic fluid used for~ 

power transmission to the pump actuator flows through the heat exchanger 

absorbing- the waste heat. This heat is subsequently transferred to the 

blood through a wall of the blood pump. 

Fig. 23 shows a typ~cal bench set-up fo! developmental engines. 

Extensive in~vivo tests in animals and 'in-vitro testing have lead to sev-
'"' ' 

era! ~hanges with the objectives o~ ,improving reliability', weight and vol-
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ume. Thus the pending System 6 implantable heart has about one half of 

the weight and volume of the System 5 heart. Figs. 24 and 25, respec-

tively illustrate the System 6 schematic and the engine module. The most 

significant change in the en~E?is the reversion to purely reciprocating 

devices to control the displacer motion, eliminating the flywheel-crank 

mechan~sm. Substant~al performance improvements are expected in both the 

production of power and in its application to the blood pump, resulting 

in reduction of the Plutonium 238'inventory from 50 W to 33 W. The net 

thermal efficiencies of the engine are from reference [52): 

Documented 
System 5 

Implantable 

14.2% 

Documented 
System 6 

Research Engine 

-15.8% 

Pending 
System 6 

Implantable 

22.4% 

Also of interest in the proposed System 6 engine is the use of a cesiurn-

f~lled heat pipe to prevent over-temperature excursions of the heat source 

during long periods of low power demand. The improvements necessary to 

bring the System 6 engine to reality are seen by DWDL to be~ 

1. A higher efficiency regenerator. 

2. A larger displacement and more efficient converter. 

3. A free displacer drive for compactness, self-starting and power control. 

4'. An engine power contrQller operating on the ratio of diastole to systole 

time in the blood pump. 

5. A smaller, more efficient vacuum insulation pac~age, using the engine 

cylinder as part of the vacuum envelope. 

6. comp'act packaging of the engine module, biologically compatible in 

shape, tissue interface material and tissue interface temperature. 

Another proplem to be solved before long-term implants become fe~sible is 

that of working fluid containment. While rubber ~-rings are a design con
., ~, 

venience for meetinq near term objectives, they do not provide absolute • 
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helium containment on a long-term basis. Redesign for sealing by welding 

is only practicable after solving all other development problems. 

2. Aerojet Liquid Rocket Company 

This company's engine (46,53] commenced with an externally gener-

ated, valved Thermocompressor (type (a) of Fig. 20) built into a system 

that is entirely pneumatic in its power application and control. As ~or 

other heart engines based on the Thermocomp~ssor cycle, the working 
~ 

fluid is helium. The engine rate is about 1800 cycles/minute. Aerojet's 

work leads to a claim of 17.4\ engine efficiency with a near term promise 

of 22% realizable. Although later publications give practically no inform-

ation on engine details, an earlier publication (54J gives sectional views 

of the Mark II and Mark IV engines, reproduced in Figs. 26 and 27. The 

Mark IV engine retains the purely linear displacer QOntrol device of the 

test bench Mark II engine. The regenerator, however, has become coaxial 

with the cylinder and within it, although still stationary. Considerable 

axial space is saved by doubling the displacer reversing spring back within , 

the displacer body. By using a very long guide bearing at the lower end 

of the displacer an upper end bearing between hot surfaces is eliminated. 

The radioisotope fuel capsule for this engine is now down to 33 W. Future 

development of the en~ine will concentrate on achieving adequate durability. 

3. Phi lies 

The many years of effort in the St~rling engine field by the Philips 

organization has lead.to the joint development of an artificial heart en-

gine by the Westinghouse Electric Corporation and the North American 

Philips Cb~ration. The present status of this is described in (55), 

from which Figs. 28 and 29 are taken. Compared with other efforts in the 
, , ' 

artificial heart field! the engine (also the power transmiSSion and the 

blood pump) is notable for its comp.le.xi~y. 

" ' 

I, 
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, The enqine appears to be a miniature of the ,multi-horsepower 
. 

~ngines developed by Philips in the past, complete 'with rhombic drive, 
( 

power piston and displacer/regenerator, except that the la~ter combineS 

the,functions of displacer and regenerator instead of keeping these sep-

arate as in the larger Philips eng~es. 'The engine rotates at 600 RPM,· 

this being stepped up'to 1800 RPM by gears before the flywheel, after 

which it is reduced to 900 RPM before transmission through a flexible 

cable to the blOod pump. This engine is the only one utilizing a mechani-

cal transmission between engine module and pump modulEt. ''}oIling sock" 

seals are used to hermetically s~al the crankcase from the cylinder 

spaces: These are, in p'rinclple, the ~ame as for commercial multi-horse-

power engines. Though so dissimilar from other engines mechanically, the 

thermal insulation problems are much,' the same. A major portion of the 

insulation, not shown in the fi~es, consists of 131 layers of .0005 

inch thick molybdenum foil separate~by zirconia spacers, wrappe~ around 

an inner cylinder fortned from', .002 i.nch thick molybdenum foil. This is 

enclosed in an outer cylinder also constructed of .002 inch thick material 

and operati~g under vacu~. The engine has been tested at simi,lar average 

pressures to those of the OWOL and Aerojet engines, in this case 210 lb/ln2
• . , 

-
Though designed for krypton, the engine was tested on argon, giving a rep-
~ : ' , . 
res~tative efficiency of ll'~ This ~s rather low in comparison with the 

DWDL and Aerojet engines' and is evidently due to a number of component 
. . . ~ , 

deviations from desi~~ bo~ pl~ and minus, 'giving. a performance deficit . ,/ . 
Ofappro~tely~20'\. '. 1he: t~sts '~d' perfor'mance 'deviations of this engin~ 

, .' .. 
• 

are discussed in the contract.ual report [56]. ~a result of tllese' bench - . -
,-' , '1 -

tests it WM 'r~c:om:nended ~~t' the development' ~f a. h(:l~ system. be tmder-' .. ~ , 

taken and fabrication of M hill,mt:abl~ ~e~sion 'is' ~~~ underw~y,.,," , ' 

. " 

.. -.....-.: 
t 
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4. Thermo Electron Co;poration 

''!'his company is developing an int~restin9' en<,line of a type that is 

probably unknown to most engineers unacquainted with the artificial heart 

• field. The engine, known as the Tidal Regenerator Engine (TRE), has ele-

ments of compression'" expansion and regeneration, giving it some qualifi-
~ ~ . 

cation for consideration in the "Stirling" field. On the other hand it 

also has strong elements of the Rankine concept in its cycle, utilizing 

liquid-vapour phas& changes. The engine is relatively recent, following 
o -

.;arlier work of this company \tIith simple Rankine cycles. The eng~ and 

its development are described in the patent specification [2,3] of its 

inventor F.N. Huffman and references {24,57,58,591. An appealing feature 

< of the engine 'is its design for operation at blood pump (natural heart) 

frequency, as was one of the earlier 
t 

ab~ndoned due tp large mass, volume 

Stirling e~gines, though this 
.\01 

and (presumably) heat losses. 

was 

Fig. 30 is a schematic of the THE engine illustrating the principles 

of operation. It is seen that a small D.C. motor is used, operating a 
" 

" displacer bellows across which there is negligible 'pressure difference. . , . , 

This movement controls the engine cycle. 'lbe D.C. motor itself ~ 

trolled by an electronic logic module responsive to' the, venous ~return. ~ 
The moto,r input p6wer is very low" :30 that sufficient power. to operatre it 

, . 
ma¥ be generated at about 97\ eff~ctive efficiency by a thermoelec~ric con

verter qrawing its heat supply from the nuclear heat source, The conve~ter 

also power~ the logic ruodule. It is seen that the fluid i~olation bellows 
r ~ ' ..... , 

is equi~alent xo a power piston" and with the exceptions that there is a 
. I 

I , " , . 
change ~f phase of, the ~orking fluid and tha~ the aispla~er bellows is 

- , ... . ~ \ ,\ 

... '" ,... ,'+ • ..,... • 

<n~t mechanically couple~ to the power syst~m but i~ separate~¥ operated . , " . ~ 

in response to ~~ de~ds, the engine, is similar to the Stirling engine 

(c) l' 20:' 

I 
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When power to the torque motor causes the displacer bellows to rise 

the working fluid, water, level is raised (hence "tidal") from the condenser 

1nto the b01ler where some is evaporated. The pressure, approximately con-

stant throughout the loop, rises greatly and steam flows through the super-

heater round to the power bellows. The superheater and boiler receive heat 

from the nuclear energy source and the flow channels incorporate a regenera-

t1ve filling for the betterment of the cycle efficiency. The high pressure 

on ~he power bellows is transferred through the interface fluid, thermal 

1s01at10p piston and fluid isolation bellows to the hydraulic fluid which 

carr1es power to the blood pump module. When the blood pump has performed 

the systole function the displacer motor moves the displacer bellows ~own-

wards, lowering the tidal level and expOsing the steam to the cold surface 

of the condenser. The condenser is cooled by the hydraulic fluid which 

is constrained to have one way flow through the condenser by means of 

the check valves. Thus the steam pressure falls and some of the superheat 

and latent heat 1S saved as the steam flow reverses. The reduced pressure, 

substantially the same as the hydraulic pressure of the blood pump actuatqr, 

allows diastole to occur and when this is com,plete the motor receives 

power to move the displacer bellows upwards to repeat the cycle. 

The motor works best in its own fluid, which must be a liquid to 

maintain the principle of approximately zero pressure difference across , 

the bellows. so that a fluid isolation diaphragm is used to isolate the 

imotor fluid from the hydraulic power fluid. The blood pump frequency 

of engine ope~ation permits simple hydraulic coupling between the engine 

and pump" modules, a c~upling efficiency better than 97% being claimed. 
~ 

A set of typical engine design parameters is gi~en: 

Working Fluid .Water/Ste~ 

.' 
Peak Pressure 135 psi~ (9~3 barS) 

• 
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Condensing Pressure 5 pSia (0.34 bar) 

Superheat Temperature 

Boiler Temperature 

Feed Water ~te .001 in 3/cycle (.016 ml/cycle) 
\ 

Output Stroke Volume 

Work Output 

Displacer Electric Power 

Displacer Stroke Volume 

0.222 3 in (3.64 ml) 

2.8 ft Ib/cycle (3.8 joules/cycle) 

0.16 joules/cycle 

0.15 'in 3 (0.25 ml) 

Torque Motor Rotation ± 90° 

In this cycle all of the internal void volume must be fully pressurized 

for each cycle, but the associated vapour does no work. Thus the ratio of 

internal void volume to the power piston stroke is an important parameter 

affecting the cycle efficiency. The practical thermal efficiency achieve-

ment for this cycle is approximately 10%. It is considered that continued 

development of the basic concept will raise the efficiency to about 14\, 

using water/steam as the working fluid. The fundamental optimization 

problem is a matter of achieving large heat transfer surfaces while minim-

izing void volumes and pressure drop losses of vapour flow. 

This engine is similar to other very small heat engines in that 

realistic testing of separate components is difficult to do. ·also the sep-

aration of cause ~ ef£ect is not easy. The boiler is an example of this, 

many designs being tried with mediocre results before finding a sound 

prototype [59]. These deSigns included ball matriqes, monotubes, parallel 

~ubes and combinations of these. 

The importance of achieving the highest practicable thermal effic-

iency i-s evident in Thermb El.ect'ron' s current work on the applicatio~ of 

the binary cycle to the TRE, using the Emmet [601 process. This ,is shown 

. schematically in Fig. 31. The fluids selected for this are Dowtherm A and 
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water. Theoretical pr~dictions of cycle efficiency show values up to 24% 

with zero void volume in the engine, . falling to about 20\ for practical 

void volumes. Breadboard type experiments show efficiencies of over 13% 

for this engine. The engine had rather large void volumes, corresponding 

to a calculated efficiency of approximately 12-1/2%. In this light, there-

fore, the results are encouraging. Reduction of void volumes will be the 

maln effort in raising the engine efficiency. 

5. Messerschmitt-aOlkow-Blohm GmbH 

This organization is relatively new to the artificial heart field, 

and their current work is outlined in (6l). From basic haemodynamic require-

ments and a system analysis [62] a Bush type Thermocompressor has been sel-

ected as the engine basis for both a left ventricular assist and a total 

replacement heart. Messerschmitt-BOlkow-Blohm's studies, supported by 

some component testing, indicate that a low frequency engine is feasible 

for the assist heart. The tests showed an engine efficiency of 12\. This, 

however, was based on fibre insulation. If the fibre insulation is re-

placed by their already proven vacuum foil insulation, the engine efficiency 

would rise to 16%. With some component improvements and an optimization . j , 
of geometry and operating parameters the efficiency should improve to more 

than 20\. 

. i 

'-



CHAPTER 6 

~ EURTHER PERSPECTIVES 

Introduction 

The purposes of this chapter and the following one are (a) to develop 

some further perspectives for the better understanding of the "Stirling" 

cycle, and (b) to compare the performances of those cycles that are feasible 

and if possible to select a cycle that appears the most suitable for the 

practical attainment of high thermal efficiency. 

The interdependence of the performances of the components of a 
, 

Stirling engine suggests that each factor considered in proposing either 

engine concepts or detail designs has to be taken as supporting, or de-

tracting from, a mass of theoretical circumstantial evidence rather than 
~ 

being assertive in nature. 

1. Fluid Mass Distribution 

Consider a compression-regeneration-expansion engine in which at 

any moment its working fluid volume is comprised of three series connected , 

volumes: 

(a) A variable hot volume V
H 

consisting of a port\on of the hot swept 

volume toge~er with the "dead" hot volumes (this incl~des heater 

tubes, cleaners). 
" 

(b) A constant volume VR, representing the regenerato~ void space, havin9 

an assumed uniform temperat~e gradient. 

(d A va'riable cold volume V ~ consi~tin~ of a portion of the cold swept 

volume tqgether with the dead. cold volumes. 



These voLumes and tneir te~eratures are represented in.Fig. 32. The 

total mass of the working fluid is 

v r R __ .-..;;.P;;:.dv..:....,. __ _ 
TC v o RT [1- (1- -) -] 

H TH VR 

The fluid masses may be expressed non-dimensionally: 

VB 
T-

W
H 

V
R 

-- c ----------~~----_____ _ 
W 

T w
R ('i":T)ln L 

- ;:: 
W VH T Vc 

h-- InT+V-} V
R 

(1-T) 
R 

Vc 

we V
R 

-= 
W V L Vc h2!- (1-T) In L +V-} VR R 

~ 

6.1 

6.2 

6.3 

6.4 

~.5 

, For the assumptions of, isothermal hot and cold spaces and neglecting 

pressure differences, these quantities represent the distribution of 

working fiuid mass ChFough the engine. 

Schmidt Engine 

The mass distribution will be considered for ~o cases, i.e. one 

80 

in which the r~ge~exatox volume is re1ativ~ly small, the other in which 
-;::/~..J' '. 

: 

, 
I 

I 

~ -
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Table 1: Schmidt Eng~ne Relative Mass Distribution for Small Regenerator 

e'" :0 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 

w/W= 
H 

.0721 .0915 .1342 .1982 .2704 .3306 .3636 .3675 .3496 .3188 

wjW= 
R 

.2481 .2808 .3144 .3408 .3507 .3397 .3127 .2789 .2464 .2914 

w /W == c .6797 .6277 .5514 .4610 .3789 .3297 .3238 .3536 .4040 .4618 

e'" "" 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 

w /W ::: 
H 

.2821 .2436 .2056 .1696 .1366 .1078 .0853 .0719 .0721 

wRW :: .1989 .1849 .1768 .1743 .1771 .1855 .1998 .2207 .24al 

w/W= 
C 

.5190 .5715 .6176 .6561 .6863 .7067 .7149 .7074 .6797 

Table 2: Schmidt Engine Relative Mass Distribution for Large Regenerator 

eo 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
, 

= 

w /w = 
H 

.0905 .1052 .1326 .1699 .2097 .2427 .2619 . .2659 .2573 .2402 

w/W= 
R 

.3112 .3414 .3697 .3897 .3951 .3841 .3604 .3307 .3011 .2754 

w /w c: 
C 

.5983 .5534 .4976 .4404 .3952 .3732 .4844 

8° = 200 220. 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 
.. 

w /W = .2183 .1942 .1699 .1465 .1252 .1071 .0939 .0875 .0905 
H I 

I 

w/W= .2554 .2415 .2337 .2318 .2358 .2457 .2617 .2838 .3112 
.) 

R I 
1 

w W:i: 
C 

.5264 .5643 .5964 .6217 .6390 .6472 .6444 .6287 .5983 

I 
I 

'j 
\ I \: 

§ 

~ 

4> 

;-. 

, 
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the regenerator volume is relatively Idrge, namely twice that of the first 

case. In each case the engine is optimize~ in accordance with Walker's (19) 

curves· using a temperature ratio t - O. 3. Putting all volumes in terms of 

the regenerator volume V
R 

we have 

Rel. Small Rel. Large 
Regenerator Regenerator 

Swept volume, hot side 2.0 V
R 

1.0 VR 

Dead volume, hot side 0.5 VR 
.... 0.5 VR 

Swept volume, cold side 1.5 V
R 

0.9 V
R 

Dead volume, cold side 0.5 V
R 

0.5 VR 

Phase angle, hot displacement 
leading cold displacement 

0.57 1T = 102.6° 0.S31T=95.4° 

SHM motions for the Schmidt engine give: 

ReI. Small 
Regenerator 

1. 50 - 1. 0 cos a 

1.25 - .75 cos (8 - 102.6°) 

Rel. Large 
Regenerator 

1. 0 - O. 5 cos e 

0.95 - 0.45 cos (6 - 95.4°) 

wH we 
Inserting these in the expressions for mass distribution, ~ and ~ , rela-

tive mass distributions result as shown in Tables 1 and 2. These results 

are shown in the polar plots of Figs. 33 and 34 for the small and large 

regenerator volumes respectively. The significance of these plots is: 
. 

(a) Definite masses of fluid have ei,ther permanent hot space or permanent 

cold space residence (except for diffusion). This is inevitable since 
" ~, 

the vblumes associated with the heat supply a~d re~ection surfaces 

cannot be, entirely absorbed by piston movements. ~ese permanent re~i-
dent masses experience pressure-temperature hysteresis cycles even when 

* Walker's curves optimize the isothermal Schmidt engine, giving the phase 
angle and hot/cold swept volume ratio for given dead volume and tempera
ture ratiQs. 

---....... 
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they are on the wron9~ide of the regenerat~r to take part in the 

reception or rejection of heat. 

(b) For the small regenerator case, Fig. 33, only'a relatively small frac-

tion (.08 app.) of the total fluid charge completely traverses the 

regenerator and a substantial portion of this spends so long within the 

regenerator that it cannot contribute very much to the,processes of 
,-' .. 

isothermally taking in or rejecting heat. Bearing in mind tQat these 

are activities of. thermodynamic· equilibrium between the fluid and its 

bounding surfaces and that the ~luid ha~ tr~ersed the full temperature 

difference across the regenerator with accompanying pressure losses, 

the "utilization" is quite low; this utilization rna as I 
" 

the 't power output 
quant~ y wRT in other references to per-

formance, e.g. Walker [261, Kirkley [64]. It may be 

this ratio falls as the void volume increases. 

(c) For the large regenerator the situation is even worse. None of the 

fluid charge completely traverses the regenerator to be utilized on 

both:- sides, but on the contrary there is now a fluid mass ,that. is.per-

manently resident in the regenerator. Also a substantial part of the 

fluid charge resides entirely on the cold side or traverses only a 

part of the regenerator when it is not in the cold space. Walker (19)' 
'i 

gives mass flow rates and "cyclic trajectories" for particles of the/ 
, 

working fluid for a reversed (i.~. cooling) isothermal Schmidt engine. 

These curves indicate that here too, net flow through the engine 

occurs for only a portion of the cycLe time and that the working fluid 

is not well utilized. Better utilization of the working fluid can be-

achieved by (1) reducing dead volumes, (ii) by better coordination of 

the piston movements. These steps are certainly consonant with increas-

ing the. compression ratio which has been shown to have a strong probable 
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..... 
influence on cycle efficiency. 'These ach~evements must tl)erefore be~'" 

recommended as eng~ne design objectives if the Stirling cycle is se-

lected~ In the following chapter a proposal is made for at least 
t" 

partly advancing towards these objectives. 

2. Mean Effective Pressure of Schmidt Engine 

Referring to Flg. 20, tbewtype of engine arrangement (a), (b) or (c) 

Slgnlflcantly lnfluences the mean effective pressure. The Schmidt iso-

thermal theory, developed for type (b) engines, has been extended by 

Klrkley (64) to types (a) and (c). KirkleY""gives curves of "optimum power 

parameter" which are essentially measures of the mean effective pressure 

to maXl.mum pressur~ ratio. For a representative l' = O. 3 and a dead volume/ 

expans10n volume of 1.0, Kirkley's pressure ratios for the three engine 

ratios for the three engine types are approximately: 

MEP 
p 

max 

type (a) 

.15 

type (b) 

.17 
(J 

type (c~ 

.20 

OWlng to marked advantages of the type (c) engine, i.e. compactness, mini-

ffil.Zatlon of sealing problems and relatively low temperature gradients I feel 

that this 15 the best of the three for the artificlal heart. Fortunately, 

it also has the best mean effective ~~~. It is noted that this arrange-

roent, but using a displacer-regenerator; with a rhombic drive is the basis 

of the North American Philips development engine, Fig. 29. , 
3. Volume Relationships 

The performance of Stirling engines depends much upon the relationships 

of the hot and cold volumes of the engine at any moment. To facilitate under-

standing of ,hl~ I have devl.sed a method of showing the hot space vol~/ 
} 

cold space volume as a plot, Fig. 35. On such a plot, not only the ideal 

cycles, but also the contemporary cycles, Schmidt and rhombic drive (which 

I 1ate.r analyze mech"l'ically) fY be shown for compari'son. 
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The true St1rling cycle 1S by defin1tion one of constant volume 

dur1ng the regeneration processes, thus these lines are such tha t Ab:: A ::: 45 f I 

c ' ,- -assum1ng equal scales for the coord1nates. For the Ericsson cycle Which has ----"_ ~ " ~ 
constant pressure regeneration, one volume of cold space is equ1valent to 

liT volumes of hot space, thus for this cycle). =)..:: arctan 1. 1\.s pointed 
b c 

out earlier there 1S an infinite number of cycles other than these ~ n[a~ 

have Carnot efflciency. 1\.11 of these cycles having linear hot-co~space 

chang~fo may also be shown as stralght-sided figures. In the flna~ develo~-

ment of the p1ston movements of an eng1ne it 1S conceivable that Ab and AC 

are not equal for optimum results. This diagram has the further advantages 

of being easy to relate to mechanlcal design. 1\.lso, lin~s of constant pres-

ure (and therefore of constant local density) are stralght lines inclined 

to the vertical axis at drctan T. To compare their hot space-cold space 

relationshlps with -those of the ideal cycle I have kinematically analy~ed 

the Schmidt and Meijer (rhombic drive) engines. 

(a) schmidt Cycle 

The hot and cold volume relationships are considered for a displacer 

type englne havlng the displacer and power piston in one cylinder, i.e. of 

type (e) 1n Flg. 20. In the Schmidt cycle the p1ston and displacer have 

harmon1c motions so that the opposing faces of the displacer and power 

piston may be considered as proj'ections of P
A

, PBt see Fig. 36. In thlS 

diagram P1\. and P
B 

coincide, i.e. the piston and displacer are practlcally 

touching. It is important that the opposing faces nJ~rlY touch at thelr 
I 

~st positions to obtai~ the maximum compression ratio. 

the displacer and power piston travels must be a maximum. 

The overlap of 

Assuming equal 

strokes of 2~nd thatr:the hot space leads the cold space by a, '"then 

and the overlap is 2r (l-Sin~) . For a = 90° this becomes .S86r or .293 x 

, 
-,' 

; 

I , 
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stroke. Th~ mInImum possIble total cylinder volume is when P
B 

lies in 

AB and is bhE"n represented by 2r sin I' The maximum possible volume is 

when P
B 

lies on AB produced, at the extreme right of PS'S excursion. 

This volume is repres,-'nted by 2r + 2t Sl.n ~-', Thus definIng the compresSion 

ratio as maximum volum~minlmum volume, 

Maximum Compression Ratio 
2 

. (l 
r + 2r SIn '2 

• (l 

2r sin"2 

(l 
1 + cos('c 2 6.6 

For a phase angle a = 90" t.hIS equals 2.41. Thls is a basIc ratIO that is 

greatly reduced by the large vQlumes of the heater, regenerator and cooler. 

At any shaft angl~ e from the zero hot space displacement, 

Hot space displacement = r (I-cosO) 

Cold space displac€'rnent = r (2 sin ~ + cos e - cos (8 -a) 
2 

6.7 

6.8 

I f we 1 1 th Id t · t b factor k __ piston area - rod area mu tIP y e co space quan 1 y Y a 
piston area,' 

then the multIplIed cold space displacement represents the cold volume to 

the scale that the hot space dIsplacement represents the hot volume. 

Selecting k=o .9 and a = 90° we have the relative volume relationship shown 
" 

in Table 3. ~j 

Table 3: Schmidt Engine Displacements 

eo 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 

Rel. V 0 .Oj02 .1170 .2500 
H 

.4132 .5868 .7500 .8830 .. 9698 1.0000 

ReI. V 
C 

:= 1.0864 .9053 .6919 .4717 .2714 .1151 .0217 .0024 .0596 .1864 

8° 200 '220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 

Rel. V 
H 

.9698 .8830 .7500 .5868 '.4132 .2500 .1170 .0302 0 

Rei. V ;: 

c .3674 .5809 .8011 1.001.4 }.,;1577 1.2511 1.2704 1. 2132 1.0864 

J 



Equal strokes have been taken 1n th1s cXd~ple to make the Schmidt volume 

re latlon:,hlps comparable with those of the rhombic dri VI:' engine, which, 

as in th1s example, has equal strokes for the displacer and power piston. .' 

(b) The Rhombic Drive 

ThIS mechanism is shown 1n FIgS. 37 and 38. The klnematics ace 

oJ 

essentldlly those of two engine mechanisms in which the lInes of action 

of the connecting rod wrIst pins (yoke pins) are offset substantially from 

the centre llnes of the crankshafts. From the dlmensions marked in Fig. 38 ~ 

it may bl' shown that: 

Hot spacc' di spi acement from zero, 

x = 6.9 

where h is the value of h when 0 = 0, i.e. when the hot displacement is 
o 

zero, which occurs when the crank radius and conrod are in line and over-

lapping, making an angle B with the horizontal line through the crankshaft 

axis. Making 0 the only variable thls becomes 

6.10 

The ~ximum hot d1splacement occurs When the crank radius and the con rod 

are again in line, e~~ended: 

X ",,' .; (l + r)" - d" - .; (l - r) 2 - d 2 

max 
6.11 

The cold "space", i.e. the distance between the faces of the displacer and 

power piston (assumlng that these nearly touch when closest and neglecting 

the clearance) 1S: 

2 [ 11 2 - (d _ r) 2 6.12 . 
Applying a factor k to the cold "space" to allow for the dis~lacer rod ar~'a 

) the displacement on a volume basis (now comparable with the hot displacement 

as a volume displacement) is 

.,1 2 "2 12 2 2k ( 1 - (d - r) - Yl - Cd - r sin (8 - s)) ] 6.13 

I 
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Dl vl.ding both quant,l. ties by the maximum hot displacement, the maximum 

( 

relative hot displacement is unity and the engine, on this basl.s, may ~e 

compared with the Schmidt engine. 

Taking k =0.9 and uSin~e proportions of Fig. 36 (r = 32.S mro, 

d := 42 mm, 1 = 88 mm) we obtain the displacettlent relat:ionship shown in Table 4. 

Table 4: Rhombic Drlve Displacements 

= o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 

ReI. V
H 

=f 0 .0217 .0772 .1584 .2619 .3857 .5259 .6740 .8153 .9291 

ReI. Vc .71,)35 .4970 .3101 .1677 .0755 .0260 .0051 0 .0060 .0288 

eo 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 

ReI. V
H 

= .9929 ;9879 .9044 .7466 .5358 .3129 .1317 .0290 O~ 
r 

ReI. V 
C 

.0813 .1774 .3239 .5137 .7199 .8897 .9543 '.8789 .7035 
, 

Thl.s displacement re1ationshl.p is plotted in Fig. 39, together wlth that of' 

the Schmidt epg1ne having the same piston and di5placer strokes. The true 

St1r1l.ng diagram 15 also shown for comparison. On these diagrams the marks 

represent equal 1ntervals of shaft rotation. Since the rhombic and Schmidt 

dl.agrams are derl.ved from 

ages, suitable "starting" 

the motions of rotating shafts and defined ~nk

po~nts may be located so that thel.r tl.me-displace.. 
ment relationships may be progressively compared. If the minimum total 

volumes, i.e. the points of the beginning of expansion, are taken as the 

startlng points, these are loc~ted as the ~angent points with lines at 45° 
- -J 

to the axes on the left side of ~he diagrams. The Stirling diagram, however 
. ") ") ... 

carries no timing marks having been simply defined in ~erms of volumetric 

relationships on+y and reminding us that there would be some freedom, when 

developing kinematics for this cycle, to optimi~e the fluid flow velocities 

l.n the engine. 
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Divergencies of these diagrams from the ideal straight line~ of the 

Stirling diagram are quite marked, also the rhombic drive diverges less 

than the Schmidt. From both diagrams we see that significant heating of 

the fluid charge occurs during volumt"tric -compression and significant cool-

ing occurs during volumetric expansion, these having inevitable adverse 

effects On the mean effective pressure ratio, the work ratio and the 

efficiency . 

4. Stirling cycle DeSiQ? Flexibility 

Recalling the ex~~ion for cycle efflciency, with allowance for 
T4) 

regenerator efficiency, ~ 

Tl = 
(1-1 ) 

(l-T) (I-Tl
R

) 

1 +-----
(Y-l) In r 

3.28 

(l- fiR) 
it is seen that for given 1 and Y the cycle efficiency depends upon 1 nr 

Thus over a range of TlR values the cycle efficiency may be maintained if 

sui table r values are used. Assuming 'T = 0.3, y", 1. 667 for example, the 

following compression ratios r would maintain the cycle efficiencies n for 

the regenerator efficiencies shown. 

Cycle ,. 
fI "" .98 fI = .95 n '= .90 

eff. n R R R 
,., 

.66 1.41 2.38 5.65 
I' 

.62 LIB 1. 50 2.26 

In comparing regenerators having the same matrix construction and equal 

flow velocities the required surface area is proportional to the thermal 

load, i.e. to nR' and inversely proportional to the mean temperature dlffer-

ence , i.e. to (I-n
R
). Thus the surface areas, and therefore the void 

fiR 
volumes, of these regenerators, are approxlmately proportional to ~-~~ n-n

R
) • 

Optimized regenerator designs may not have equal flow velocities of course, 

but they would have void volumes that increase very rapidly as nR approa~es 
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un1ty. AlternatIvely the reduct10n of regenerator void ~lume that occur: 

as ~R 15 reduced from very h1gh values to lower values may significantly 

assist 1n Increas1ng the compression ratio! For example, if a Schm1dt 

englne has a regenerative void volume of a Similar magnItude to the expan-
.. 

Slon volume, ltS regenerator efflcrency belng .98, then redu~lng th1s 

effIcIency to .95 would decrease the vOid volume to approxImately 41% of 

the orlglnal, aSslstlng In ralsing the compreSSlon ratlo. 

Summary 

(a) Dlagrams have been prepared showlng the effect of a regenerator vOld 

volume and of other dead spaces for a Sch~dt cycle. The utillzation 

of the worklng charge is reduced due to varlOUS degrees of retention 

of the working flUId 1n the regenerator matrlX. Large regenerators 

can completely retain a portion of the ch?,ge so that it never leaves 

the regenerator matrlX. The concePt~tllizatlon of the.worklnq 
,. 

charge that these diagrams give is akin to the "power parameters", 1. e. 

output power 
pressure x swept volume or outPu~ power calculated by other workers. 

wT 

(b) USlng Kirkley's results the mean effective pressure ratios of eng1ne 

types (a), (b) and (c) of Fig. 20 were estimate~and type (c) found 

to be the best. \ 

(c~~I have developed dlagrams for showing the coordination of the plston 
~, 

movements of Sch~dt and rhombic drIve englnes 1n terms of the hot and 
-l 

cold space varIat1ons. These dlagrarns reveal substantlal discrepancles 

when compared with those of,the Stirling cycle. 

'J 
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CHAPTER 7 

'CONCLUSION 

'> . 
Th1S chapter reviews the results of the precedlng analyses and 

endeavours to polnt out a directlon 1n which Stlrllng englne development 

~ght be tried out with the obJective of better efficiencies, espec1ally 

with regard to very small engines, amongst which that for the artif1cial 

heart has a command~ng interest. In comparison wlth most heat englnes, c:: 
the ~Cy of these very S:Zll en<J:n'~ 'is, p'erhaps expectedly, below 

• 
that of most moder~ heat-engines of large ~ze, i.e. of mult1horsepower. 

Nonetheless the achieved. efficiencles are already high enough for lmmed1ate 

appllcatlon of the engine to its intended purpose, even though far below 

the theoret1cal potential for the ideal cyclei that 1S there 1S much room 

for improvement. Together with a large potential demand for the art1f1Clal 

heart, without forseeable end, it therefore appears technically Justlfied 

to continue developing the engines towards higher efficiencies. It is 

through higher engine efficlencies that a smaller enve.lope t. l~wer welght, 

reduced radioactive material inventory or extended "recharging" pen.ods 

wlll be largely achieved" 

Although it would be surprising to see no further efflciency improve-

ment from current developmental engines that have now had several year~ of 

development, it would be more surprising to obtain a further substantial 

effici"enCy ~n from them. 
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1. ~cle Evaluation () 

I<a) Adiabatic sYc1es 

The ideal regeneratlve Otto cycle was examlned in Chapter 4. It was 

seen (Fig. l6) how rapidly efficiency faYls with increasing compression 
a 

ratio. In a pract~cal cycle there must always be some losses however, 

resulting in zero efflciency for the compression ratlo of unity (zero output) 

as opposed to maximum efflciency for the ideal engine. Therefore the~actual 

efficiency·compreSSlon ratio curve is expected to be peaked. 

'Z~ , Another adiabatic cycle that perhaps represents many "Stlrllng" enqines 

more closely than the regeneratlve Otto cycle is the Schmidt adiabatlc cycle. 

It differs from the regenerative Otto mainly in that operatlons are performed 

in two sin~oidally varying volumes and their interconnecting heater, regen-

erator and cooler. Walker and Khan [341. proc~eding from Finkelsteln's 

work, have plotted'th~ igeal cycle performance, from which some representa-

~ve figures of interest are given 1n Appendix I. These figures reveal an 

~. efficiency trend very similar to that of the ideal regenerative Otto cycle, 

the best efficiency being assOclatea with very large dead volumes, that is 

with compression ratios apparently approaching unity. Allowing for some 

losses in a practical engine, a peak in the actual efficiency-compression 

ratio curve is expected. 

At the same time I have shown that large dead space volumes are 

associated with relatively large fluid mass residence in the dead spac~s 

( 

and in the reg~nerator of the engine with low utilization or the working 

fluid. 

It is concluded that: • 

(i) Practical adiabatic engines must have optimum compression ratios 

significantly. greater than unity, at whiCh ratio it would be impos-

sible to,operate. 
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(ii) Large dead space volumes favour the ideal engine but adversely 
-'0. ' 

effect the eff1ciency of practical enqines in terms of utillzation 

of the fluid mass. 

(i1i) Also, from Fig. 17 and from Walker and Khan's work [34], the mean 

effect1ve press~re of adiabatl~ englnes 15 lower than that of 150-

thermal engines. 

(b) Isothermal Cycles 

From Chapters-) and 4 the lsothermal cycles qualifying for ~onslder-

atlon are the Stirl1ng and the Thermocompressor. Calculated parameter$ 

are given for these cycles for temperature ratio 1" = O. 3, Y = 1.667 and 

perfect regeneration: ~ 

Ideal Stirling Thermocompressor 

r = 1.25 1.8 3.0 Optimwn 

1. Output/to~l reversing heat .047 .123 .230 .035 

2. Work ratio .538 .538 .538 .059 ! 

3. Mean pressure/max. pressure .625 .514 .385 .15t 

Each cycle has the potential Carnot efficiency 0.7. Although these para-

meters are for ideal engines they are expected to be applicable to practlcal 

englnes when vlewed as approximate figures of merit. AS an engine is devel-

oped to hlgher efficiencies it will more nearly approach the ideal, tendlng 

to valldate the rnerlt ~rinciple upon WhlCh the engine cycle was selected. 

The ideal Stirling cycle efficiency is independent of compression 

ratio, but the effect of even small losses must inevitably reduce the effi-

clency to zero as the compression ratio approaches unity, as shown for the 

adiabatic cycles. Unlike the adiabatic cycles" however, the efficiency 

should improve continuously as the compression ratio rises if the losses 

~re d~e to regenerator imperfections (Fig. 13). The adverse effect of 

parasitic heat losses,on engine efficiency is expected to increase as 

_ .J 

- , 
'. 
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engine dimensions increase for an engine of given power, conceivably 

causing a peak in the efficiency-compression ratio curve. The engine di-

mensions would increase due to falling mean effective pressure as the com-

pression ratio increases as indicated by the th~rd parameter 1n the above 

table. 

For the rsothermal cycles therefore, it ~ concluded that: .. 
(~) The Stirling engine appears much more promising than the Thermocom-

pressor. 

(ii) Also, the compression ratio is likely to be an important factor in 

deve~oping a high efficiency Stirling engine. 

To be consistent with these conclusions a programme for developing 

an engine of maximum efficiency would commenc~.wjth an engine constructed 

to be~able to follow the true Stirling cycle and to be adjustable in its 
I. 

compression ratio,' permitting exploration and exploitation of this para-

meter. For this concept. features are suggested,for incorporation in an .. 
initial engine: . , 

..... 
1. Piston and displacer motions would be cam controlled, facilitating 

the predetermination of mechanical relationships. While primarily 

intended to ensure engine spatial relationships to the true Stirling 

cycle (other cycles for comparison and "adjustments" to the Stirling 

in course of development) cam control gives more independent control 

over the relative timing of each element of the cycle for the better 

balancing of heat tr~sference and pumping losses. In later engine 
I 

development, having founa'optimum cam profiles, if desired, suitable 

linkages ~ght be developed to approximate the motions. It is appre-

ciated that this could imply a considerable development programme in 

itself. 

2. The initial engin~ would be deSigned for a rather higher power output 
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i.e. a larger engine having greater volumes and not sJf ex-
./ 

tremely light in construction as tha heart require-

ment. This would reduc~ distortion of ~ e engine's per~ormance due to 
'. 

the connection of a mass of instrumentation nd would permit component 

madu~cture at a·relat\vely comfortable .~vel of technology. It is 

emphasized that the main purposes of the prototype engine tests are to 

verify, or otherwise, that trueness to the ideal Stirling cycle ~s ~m
I 

portant and to determkne how crit~cal the compress10n rat~ really 1S 

with respect to efficiency. 

3. Cam based mechanisms for controlling the piston and displacer motions 

will incur mechanical losses. Conceivably quite a wide ~ange of cam 

contours might be tried, ~SSiblY with considerable varl:ation of the 

obliquity ~f the cam thrust on the follower and therefore a 'variation 

of ~ frictional losses. The cam mechanism should therefore be de-

signed so that the frictional power lost can ,be measured and allowed 

for. This would prevent the distortion, or even apparent reversal of 

the internal effects ,on engi\e performance when the cams a~e changed. 

Calorimetric methods appear S~ab'le for this, based on temperature 

rise of the mechanis~ as fr~ctilnal heat is added. To facilitate this, 

the cam ~chanism would be thermally in5~lated from th~ engine cylinders. 

4. t~ has been shown that the coaxial displacer-piston engine, i.e. of the 

configuration depicted by (e) of Fig. 20, is slightly superior to other . . 

"engine configurations. The closed end form of this engine cylinder is 

suitable, for a solid nuclear iso.tope fuel capsule, an{i indeed the. 

I 

closed cylinder is used in all current developmental work. This con-

figuration also minim:Lzes th'e dead spaces which control, the ultimate 

compression ~atio possible. Further it is the most compact, yet permi~s 

relatively low temperature gradients in the engine cylind~r and dis
f 

; 

" '. 
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.r 
placer. It would therefore be adopted, with jhe 

e~al 

modification of us~ng 

a dis placer-regenerator rather than the regenerator. The pro-

totype eng~ne would be electr1cally heated, in lieu o~,a nuclear source. 

5. To promote isothermal condi tions in each worki ng vol:une of the engine 

the heat transfer Sur ces should be large. Th1s may be achieved ~y 

usin~ contoured rather to bound the ends of the re-

spective volumes. ater or lesser extent th1s may be seen in 

the current engine d~signs shown in Chapter 5, but they do not persuade 

one that the maxi~ effo~t has been made 1n this direction. 

[ The flexure4 used to locate the hot end of the displacer of the DWDL 

• 
engine, Fig. 2S, is interesting in that it provides two "extra" surfaces 

for heat transfer ... their effectiveness depending upon the_ .. absorbtiv~ty and 

emissivi.ty of the relevant surface,s>,~so on the cylinder end surface tem

perature. r 
For the type of engine proposed there may be a possibility of approx-

~mately doubling the heat .removal su~ at the cold end (in 6ddltton to 

any ga~ns from contouring) by making the disElacer rod a good thermal con

ductor, probably using a larger rod sectional area than otherw1se ne~ 
in good thermal contact with the lower surface of the displacer-regenerator. ,. 

This 'implies the need to remove the heat further down the rod; also a mass 

penalty would probab~be incurred. I~nciple the additional mass could 

be dynamically bal~ed to prevent vibrations from this source. In practice, 

. 
any mass balancing would be preferably integrated with the linkage c 

ling the motions of the ~istons. A rod having nearly perfect 

would require a relatively very large mass, of material, i.e. 

rod must be optimized and will be dependent upon the 

all engine components. It i~not th~refore possible to p dict the precise 

thermodynamic worth of the enhanced heat dissipation at this stage and the 

l 
.l 

',1 
! , 
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idea must stand as a des1rable feature for the advancement of engine 

efficiency. 
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APPENDIX I 

Schmidt Adiabati~ Cycle 

Data taken from reference 1341: 

Engine p~rameters for temperature ratlo 1 ~ 0.3 

k Cold swept volume/hot swept volume ~ 1.0 

a = Phase lead of hot swept volume = 90 0 

x = Dead volume/hot swept volume 

Performance: 

x - 0.25 0.5 1.0 

Work output 
P 

.37 .26 .15 = wRT 

Cycle efficiency n = .54 .58 .62 

\ 

, 

. ... 
f 
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.10 

.63 
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) 

~
~~formance of a Current ArtificIal Heart EngIne 

Data for DWDL documented System 6 research engine (FIg. 25) and the . 

ending System 6 I~lantable engIne from reference [52J: 

Documented Pendlng 
System 6 System 6 

107 

Research Implantable 

Peak cycle temperature 

Heat slnk temperature 

Carnot efflciency 

Gross pneumatic output 

Less displacer pneumatic drive power 

Net engine pneumatic output 

Gross efflciency 

Net efficiency 

Parasitic eng~ne heat losses 

Regenerator reheat losses 

Net efficiency relat~ve to Carnot 
4 

Englne 

430°C 

39.5°C 

.555 

6.1 W 

0.9 W 

5.2 W 

.185 

.158 

14.5 W 

5.1" W 

.28 

Engine 

500°C 

39.5°C 

.596 

8.9 W 

1.5 W 

7.4 W 

.270 

.224 

11. 9 W 

5.9 W 

• 38 

" 

~'" 

• 
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